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A final report on contract no. F49620-77-0110 was finalized in 1979. The
work following that period under contract F49620-80-C-0085 was a continuation of
this effort with a new work scope.

Work Scope 1980-1981

a) To investigate how UDMH, HZ and/or BP are transported to the cell nucleus.

Sb) To investigate changes in DNA directed DNA polymerase I and II activity
following treatment with UDMH, HZ and/or BP.

c) To examine changes in histone labeling patterns during the early and late
stages of the carcinogenic process following exposure to UDMH or BP.

S., d) To investigate the interaction of HZ and BP metabolites with DNA during the
induction process and correlate this with the metabolic profiles in the
activation stage.

e) To develop a predictable and reliable procedure using human cells in vitro to
evaluate the carcinogenic potential of chemicals of interest to the Air Force.

Abstract

There is data from in vivo animal systems that DMH and polynuclear
hydrocarbons may pose a potential carcinogenic risk to man. They are metabolized
to reactive intermediate metabolites that are localized in suspectible target sites.

- >These sites may be away from the tissue that activates the proximate carcinogen.
One such highly reactive intermediate obtained from DMH metabolism is
methylazoxy methanol. This compound purportedly degrades to form

-methyldiimine and formaldehyde. Methyldiimine then forms a methyl radical after
homolysis. This compound then is converted to a carbonium ion and the radical
interacts with the purine bases in DNA. Methylazoxymethanol acetate, (MAMA) in
the presence of colon, secum and liver homogenates reduced NAD+ to NADH.
These "alcohol dehydrogenase-"-like enzymes are quite high in activity in the liver
and may account for the organotypic response of MAM in animals.

We completed biochemical studies to examine how these carcinogens were

activated, entered the human cell and were transported to the nucleus. We also
studied how these reactive carcinogenic intermediates interacted with different
bases in the DNA.

Coneluslo.: 1980-1981

"N 1. BP was transported to the nucleus via a lipoprotein complex where it was
activated to an oxygenated form. The 7R-BPDEI-(+) anti form of BP
interacted with guanine to form the proper adduct to induce a carcinogenic
response.

2. The hydrazine compounds, 1,1- and 1,2-dimethyl forms of HZ alkylated
directly the DNA, namely, N7 of guanine and 0 6 -guanine. Again using a
compound not requiring activation the appropriate DNA-adducts were
formed.

,,"t,,'w ,,,,f , ,r. " ',," , " " w" "k ". " ." - - , ,W " " . ... , . " " -' - - " -" - -. " ',t- ' '. '' -' . '. ." - "' "1
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3. The metabolic profiles of BP metabolism by the plasma membrane associated
.P 4 5 0 oxygenase enzymes indicated that this activation process was primarily

associated with producing toxic metabolites that resulted in cellular toxicity
rather that a carcinogenic respose.

4. There were no changes in a, 8 or DNA polymerase activity of cells
treated with a carcinogenic non-toxic dose of BP or 1,1-; 1,2-DMH.
Furthermore, semi-conservative DNA synthesis pattern of synchronous cells
in S was not altered. The profile of S was determined by autoradiography

.following the incorporation of [ 3 H-CH 3] -thymidine into DNA.

5. We detected no change in methylation, acetylation or phosphorylation of
histone proteins as reported for rodent cell systems at the time of initiation.
At the time of expression of the transformed phenotype 10 PDL following the
conclusion of treatment, we did at that time see a change in labeling patterns
of histones primarily in the H1 histone.

.:.'4
6. We found that FeSV transformation and U.V. 25 4 nm induction of

transformation followed a similar pattern of induction of transformation, i.e.
in a narrow window of time in early S the cells were optimally responsive to
the carcinogenic insult.

Papers Published 1980-1981

1. Milo, G., R. Olsen, S. Weisbrode, and J. McCloskey (1980) Feline sarcoma
virus induced in vitro progression from premalignant to neoplastic
transformation of human diploid cells. In Vitro. 16: 813-822.

2. Milo, G., and J. DiPaolo (1980) Presensitization of human cells with extrinsic

signals to induce chemical carcinogenesis. Int. J. Cancer. 26: 805-812.

3. Milo, G., A. Aackerman, and I. Noyes (1980) Growth and ultrastructural
characterization of proliferating keratinocytes in vitro without added
extrinsic factors. In Vitro 16: 20-30.

4. Tejwani, R., S. Nesnow, and G. Milo (1980) Analysis of intracellular
distribution and binding of benzo(a)pyrene in human diploid fibroblasts.
Cancer Letters 10: 57-65.

5. Milo, G., and J. DiPaolo (1980) Presensitization of human cells with extrinsic
signals to induce chemical carcinogenesis. Int. J. of Cancer. 26: 805-812.

6. Milo, G., S. Weisbrode, R. Zimmerman, and J. McCloskey (1981) Ultraviolet
radiation induced neoplastic transformation of normal human cells. Chem.
Biol. Int.36: 45-59.

7. Milo, G., R. Trewyn, R. Tejwani, and J. Oldham (1981) Intertissue variation in
benzo(a)pyrene metabolism by human skin, lung and liver, in vitro. Advisory
group for aerospace research and development. Sci. Tech. Aerospace Rep. 18:

.1 .2533-2541.
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Work Scope 1981-1982

a) To examine changes in histone labeling patterns or carcinogen-nuclear non-
" 

• histone protein binding during the early and late stages of the carcinogenic
process following exposure to different carcinogens.

A b) To investigate the interaction of BP and/or BP metabolites with DNA during
the induction process and correlate these adducts with BP oxygenated
metabolites produced during the activation stage.

c c) To investigate different nitrosamines for their carcinogenic activities.

d) To investigate the role of promoters (modulators) in the induction process.

e) To study the interaction of BP and/or BPDE-I with cellular DNA of
.~ . responsive and refractory cell populations.

"- f) To investigate the role of the cell cycle in influencing chemical induction of
human cell transformation.

g) To investigate the effects of hydrazines and their analogues on unscheduled
DNA synthesis.

0 Abstract

Polynuclear hydrocarbons or hydrazine analogues do not have an absolute
requirement for binding to DNA in order to elicit a carcinogenic event.
Furthermore, PNH like BP enter the nucleus via a lipoprotein complex where the

"4 ~BP is oxygenated and then interacts with the genetic material, (DNA). The adduct
formed is 7 8-BPDEI-dG. Benzamide does not alter the binding of the perceived
ultimate carcinogen to dG but eliminates the carcinogenic response. The period of

heightened response to the carcinogen appears to be 3 hrs into S phase of the cell
type. The modifying effect of TPA or benzamide appears to alter the nuclear non-
histone proteins protecting the cellular DNA.

Np .' Conelsion= 1981-1982

The specific points addressed in the previous years' conclusions were then
• "examined again in the presence of benzamide (BZ), an inhibitor of the

carcinogenesis process.

1. It was found that the BZ compound, while inhibiting the expression of
carcinogenesis, did not alter the profile of specific carcinogen-DNA adduct
formation.

2. Unscheduled DNA synthesis in the presence of and/or absence of BZ was notaltered. Moreover, when an insult was delivered to the cells in G 1 part of the

cell cycle compared to S there was no difference in repair of the lesions in
DNA. However, cells treated in G, exhibited no carcinogenic response to the
insult while cells treated in S did exhibit a carcinogenic response.

II. 3
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3. Human foreskin fibroblast populations blocked in G1, released and treated

with methylazoxy methanol acetate (MAMA) from the time of release (late
G1 ) for 1 hr treatment intervals until 4 hrs into S, exhibited a differential -u
sensitivity to MAMA treatment at the different treatment times. A
heightened response to the carcinogen treatment was not detected until
calmodulin, a cell regulatory protein, was optimally present in the nuclei of
the late G1 treated cells 6 hrs after release from the G1 block. Moreover,
there was a distinct increase in the number of transformed phenotypes, (cells
that will grow in soft agar) observed when the cells were treated with MAMA
at the onset of scheduled DNA synthesis. The time at which these treated
cells were optimally responsive to a carcinogenic insult was 12-13 hrs after
release from the block 2-3 hrs into S. Interestingly, this was followed by a
decrease in the expression of anchorage independent growth when the cells
were treated 13-14 hrs after release from the block 4 hrs into S. Benzamide
interfered in the process when added at the onset of S and the resultant
carcinogen treated population did not exhibit a comparable increase in
expression of anchorage independent growth. Cells treated with MAMA at
the point of release from the block G10-1 to G1

3- 4 did not express anchorage
independent growth.

4. Cell cycle studies to study the effects of phorbol esters on cell cycle
activation using the published cytofluorometric procedures developed for
animal cell systems were not translatable to human cells. Dr. D. Tomei had
to abandon the published techniques designed for animal studies and
reevaluate the application of published systems to human cell kinetic cell
cycle work. The vital stains used to stain cellular DNA would not work. We
are continuing to evaluate these stains as described above. Either scheduled n
DNA synthesis in human cells undergoes a multiple initiation point of the
beginning of DNA synthesis or the intercalating DNA dyes do not penetrate
the nucleus in the same manner as that described for animal cells. By
modifying our isolation procedures we now are obtaining yields in excess of
50% clean nuclei. The application of these techniques permitted us to
investigate the toxic effects of compounds on the nuclei of the layers of skin
grown in vitro.

Papers Published 1981-1982

1. Tejwani, R., R. Trewyn, and G. Milo. (1981) Kinetics of movement of
benzo(a)pyrene into transformable and nontransformable diploid fibroblasts.
Symposium on Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Fifth International
Symposium, Battelle Mem. Inst. 5:97-107.

2. Cazer, F., M. Inbasekaran, J. Loper, R. Tejwani, D. Witiak and G. Milo (1981).
Human cell neoplastic transformation with benzo(a)pyrene and a bay region
reduced analogue of 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene. Symposium on
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Fifth International Symposium, Battelle
Mem. Inst. 5:499-507.

3. Milo, G., J. Oldham, R. Zimmerman, G. Hatch, and S. Weisbrode (1981)
Characterization of human cells transformed by chemical and physical
carcinogens in vitro. In Vitro. 17: 719-729.

4. Donahoe, J., I. Noyes, G. Milo, and S. Weisbrode (1982) A comparison of
expression of neoplastic potential of carcinogen-transformed human
fibroblasts in nude mice and chick embryonic skin. In Vitro. 18: 429-434.
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5. Tejwani, R., A Jeffrey, and G. Milo (1982) Benzo(a)pyrene diol epoxide DNA
adduct formation in transformable and nontransformable human foreskin
fibroblast cells in vitro. Carcinogenesis. 3:727-732.

6. Milo, G., and R. Trewyn (1982) In vitro transformation of cultured human
diploid fibroblasts. Banbury Report. Nitrosamines and Human Cancer. Edited
by Peter N. Magee. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. 12: 3-13.

-,Work Scope 1982-November 30,1983

a) To develop a procedure that is both predictable and reliable, using human

cells in vitro to evaluate the potential carcinogenic activity of suspect-. carcinogens.

b) To study the effect promoters and sensitizers have on the preinduction
. .-. process.

c) To study the interrelationships between analogues of carcinogens and their
carcinogen activity.

d) To investigate the role of the cell cycle in influencing chemical induction of
human cell transformation.

e) To continue studies directed towards understanding the role of the
carcinogens evaluated in 1981-1982 scope of work.

*. ,." Summary

We have developed a reliable and reproducible biological endpoint to evaluate
the carcinogenic endpoint that extends beyond the work published in IN VITRO 17:

.* U 719-729, 1981. We can evaluate the endpoint for an expression of cellular
invasiveness on chick embryonic skin in vitro. We can evaluate the neoplastic
potential of the transformed cells upon-injection of a bolus of transformed human
cells intracranially into the frontal sinus of a nude mouse. We can reliably and

" 'reproducibly evaluate the transformed cells for the presence of a sarcoma
associated determinant using a monoclonal antibody directed against the cell
surface determinant. We have tissue typed a range of sarcoma tumor tissues from

•4 s" ;'humans and found one case that was negative in > 25 tumors evaluated to date.
Secondly, we have examined each phase of the cell cycle for its

responsiveness to a carcinogenic insult. Human foreskin fibroblast populations
blocked in G1 , released, and treated with methylazoxymethanol acetate (MAMA)
from the time of release (late G1) for 1 hr treatment intervals until 4 hrs into S
exhibited a differential sensitivity to MAMA treatment at the different treatment
times. A heightened response to the carcinogen treatment was not detected until
calmodulin, a cell-regulatory protein, was optimally present in the nuclei of the
late Gl-treated cells 6 hrs after release from the G1 block. Moreover, there was a
distinct increase in the number of transformed phenotypes (cells that will grow in

• _. soft agar), observed when the cells were treated with MAMA at the onset of
scheduled DNA synthesis. The time at which these treated cells were optimally
responsive to a carcinogenic insult was 12-13 hrs after release from the block 2-3

~5.
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hrs into S. Interestingly, this was followed by a decrease in the expression of
anchorage-independent growth when the cells were treated 13-14 hrs after release
from the block 4 hrs into S. Benzamide interfered in the process when added at the
onset of S, and the resultant carcinogen-treated population did not exhibit a
comparable increase in expression of anchorage-independent growth. Cells treated
with MAMA at the point of release from the block G1

0 -1 to G 1
3-4 did not express

anchorage-independent growth.

It was proposed that the heightened presence of calmodulin in the nuclei 4 hrs
00 prior to the onset of scheduled DNA synthesis is a cell-regulatory function that

sets in motion a complex series of events (program) in carcinogen-initiated human
fibroblasts that leads to a subsequent carcinogenic response.

The specific DNA-carcinogen adducts formed under these conditions were
qualitatively and quantitatively no different in non BZ-carcinogen treated cells
when compared to BZ-carcinogen treated cells. We conclude from these studies
that specific adduct formation between the carcinogen and bases in the DNA does

,.[ not appear to be the critical mechanism for induction of a transformed human

phenotype. We recognized that the toxic insult plays a role in the program of
cellular events that leads to a carcinogenic response but is not necessarily a

Lrequirement when the events leading to an initial expression of carcinogenesis are

not properly programmed into the dynamic cell cycle phase.

In the narrow window of time where the cell in S is responsive to the
carcinogenic insult (Milo, G. (1983) In vitro transformation of human cells:
modulation of early gene expression preceding carcinogen induced events. Human
Carcinogenesis. Eds. Harris and Autrup, Chapt. 17: 431-449. Academic Press, v
N.Y.) we do not know whether the carcinogen-adducts formed in early S are
critically formed in the fast replicating DNA or the parental strand of DNA. We
are at the present engaged in the following experiments to evaluate the above:

1. Experiments to look at specific carcinogen-DNA adducts in fast replicating "
and parental DNA in the presence of BZ.

2. Using either [ 3 H] -G or [ 1 4 C] -G labeled Budr we will examine the isolated
Budr labled DNA in the light and heavy strands of DNA to see if there is
preferential binding of the carcinogen in the presence or absence of BZ.

3. We are developing post 32pi labeling technology to measure carcinogen-DNA
adducts at the fentamole (10-1 5 moles) level rather than the micromole
(1-6moles) level. This technology will permit us to increase our level of
sensitivity for detection of specific carcinogen minor modification of the
DNA and quantitate minor modifications in the DNA. The addition of BZ to
the carcinogen treated cultures will permit us to examine how the cells will
respond to a toxic insult. Another biological response the treated cells may
express is a mutagenic response. Under these conditions, when grown on 6- U
thioguanine supplemented medium, the cells produce mutants. These hprt
mutants were amplified when the cells were treated in late G1 4 hrs prior to
the onset of S. In the presence of BZ, added at the G 1 release point for 10
hrs and removed at the onset of S, transformants were reduced to zero while
not affecting the expression of the point mutations, ( hprt mutants). We can,
therefore, by selecting when we add the carcinogen, either elicit a mutagenic ,
response, a carcinogenic response, or a toxic response. We suspect, due to
the short period of time that elapses between the initial insult and thefixation of the insult that the initial insult is fixed in the cell in the following

manner:

6



FIGURE I

Genetic Coding Mechanism
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FIGURE 2

Proposal: Molecular Mechanisms to Explain Genotoxic Insults
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i- We will study these proposed pathways by examining the treated cells for
deaminase activity, incorporation of radiolabeled methionine into BZ and non-BZ
treated cells, etc.

*-.* *-.,PublicaUons 1982-1983

- The work on the inhibitors of the carcinogenesis process in collaboration with
-Dr. E. Kun was forwarded to AFOSR last fall in an annual report. This work was

'- ., not reported on under this cover. Furthermore, the collaborative work with Dr.
Donald Witiak is presently being written into three manuscripts, one which is
included under this cover, and two in preparation.

.~1. Howard, P., J. Gerard, G. Milo, P. Fu, F. Beland and F. Kadlubar (1983)
Transformation of normal human skin fibroblasts by 1-nitropyrene and 6-
nitrobenzo(a)pyrene. Carcinognensis 4: 353-355.

... '2. Milo, G. (1983) In vitro transformation of human cells: modulation of early

gene expresison preceding carcinogen induced events. Human Carcinogenesis.
Edited by Curtis Harris and Herman Autrup. Chapt. 17: 431-449. Academic
Press, N.Y.

3. Kun, E., E. Kirsten, G. Milo, P. Kurian, L. Kumari (1983) Cell cycle-
"- dependent intervention by benzamide of carcinogen-induced neoplastic

transformation and in vitro poly (ADP ribosyl)ation of nuclear protein in
human fibroblasts. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 80:7219-7223.

4. Kun, E., T. Miraga, E. Kirsten, G. Jackowski, J. McLick, L. Peller, S.
Oredsson, L. Martin, N. Pattabiraman, and G. Milo (1983) Biochemical basis
of the regulatory role of polyadenosine diphosphoribose. Adv. in Enz. Reg.
21: 177-197.

5. Cazer, F., S. Barnela, K. Kumar, P. Kumat, G. Milo and D. Witiak (1983)
Synthesis of 14 C-labeled methylazoxy methanol acetate of high specificactivity. J. of Labeled Compds. and Radiopharmaceuticals. In press.

.i 6. Kumari, L., P. Kamat, S. D'Ambrosio, D. Witiak, and G. Milo (1983) DNA

modification and damage by dimethylhydrazine and methylazoxymethanol
acetate. Neoplastic transformation and cytotoxicity of human diploid cells.
Cancer Res. in preparation.

* 7. Kumari, L., D. Witiak and G. Milo (1983) Effect of anticarcinogen, benzamide
V, on molecular perturbation of DNA by MAMA. Transformation of human cells.

Carcinogenesis in preparation.
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~:- ~ Short Conimunicadon

~ ,~-.Transformation of normal human skin fibroblasts by 1-nitropyrene
and 6-nitrobenzo~a]pyrene

Paul1 C.Howar. Jeff A.Gerrard', George E.Milol. Peter binding species, cell cultures were supplemented with this en-
P.Fu. Frederick A.Beand. and Fred F.Kadlubar AR zyme and its substrate, hypoxanthine. in order to determine
National Center for Toxicological Research, Jefferson, AR whether or not exogenous enzymatic nitroreduction would

* 7209 and 'Comprehensive Cancer Center. The Ohio State enhance the transformation frequency.
* ,~- University, Columbus, OH 43210. LISA. Foreskin-derived normal human diploid fibroblasts(1.2

were seeded at low cell density (23) in Eagle's minimal essen-
(Received on 18 August 1982; accepted on 28 December t ial medium prepared with Hank's balanced salt Solution
1982) (M',EM-HESS) and 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.2. and sup-

plemented with IX essential amino acids, Ix vitamins. and
Abstract 20%7 fetal bovine serum (FES). Following attachment, the

cells were treated under anaerobic conditions with 3, 6. 16 or
The potent muequams. I -itrpyreue and 6-nitrobenzo(al- 33 sLIM 1-nitropyrene or 45. 13, 34 or 67 ANI 6-nitrobenzo(aj-~I ;~py'm. awe shown to induk-, the trformatriilon of cultured pyrene to determine cytotoxicity, as measured by relative
noa human diploid fIbrobinsts to a state of1 arichOfge- cloning efficiency and the ability to grow in soft agar (23).IndIpendengrowth and cellular invasivonesa. The trasfor- In the transformation protocol, cells were incubated atmaiio frequencies we grealy enhanced by addition of high Cell density (23) in MEIM-HBSS, 20 nriM HEPES buffer.bovine nilk untie ossidie. a mnmmalian nitroreductam. pH 7.2. and 1047 FES (maintenance medium) and syn-

Polyyclc aomaic ydrcarbns PAHs)*areen- chronized to S-phase as described (24.25). The cells were then
Polyyclc aomaic ydrcarons(P~s) ae wie exposed under anaerobic conditions to either I-nitropyrene or

viroismental contaminants which are metabolized in a ie -Erobenzo(alpyrene at concentrations that resulted in a
Nvariety of species to reactive electrophiles that bind to cellular 75%? relative cloning efficiency at low cell density, i.e., 16 15Ml

constituents and lend to muttations and cancer (I - 3). Recent for I-nitropyrene and 34 AM for 6-nitroberizojalpyrenie. The
evidence has demonstrated that a subclass of these com- absolute plating efficiency for untreated cells was always
pounds. the nitro-substituted PAH's. are found in fly ash. >950%. When indicated. allopurinol (37 X4vf) and,'or 0. 1
chd em issions, phsotocopier fluids, cigarette smoke, and en- U/mI xanthine oxidase along with 3.7 mMN hypoxanthirie
vinm~etual samples (4-14). These tsitroarenes are highly were added. After 2.5 h of incubation, the medium was
mutagenic innmicrobial, test systems (7 - 9 15 -17). and apa- changed to the maintenance medium and the cells were then
pear to be responsible fralgeportnofthe tnutagei inuatdfor an additional 9.5 h. The cells were then serially
atist are airoron ptibelapteciably. leoss btiutaen d pasae 1:2 into Sx selection medium (20.22.24.25). and

PAH'srorecasodenon tlo eapeibyls :h mu tai thn times reaching confluence they were passaged ive additional
*irrdcaedfcetSloel yhmru srista ie t11 pi ais hs cells were seeded at 5 x 104

in orml tste stain (815-7).whch uggststha cels/5 cl ito mlof 0.330% apr in supplemented
metablic rducton ofthe ntro roup s anessenial sep i DulbcandsLlayeredim overay aed o nr l -baseseof

the mutaleic: activation othscmpud.21agrin RP.MI-1629 (23). The low calcium conditions
We have recently reported that bovine milk xanthine ox- emlydhvbeneostadtoeecfrtasomd

kdae, a mammalian nitroreductase, will reduce the nitro- pepotye hav ibn hensrt tof eecnora trsme
PAH,1-ntroyret, o a elctrphiic peces hatbins (6).Colonies of 50 cells or greater were scored 21 dayscovalemly to DNA (18); n vdec a been presented floigseeding and the colony-forming ability determined

*which indicates that the N-hydroxy arylamine, N-hydroxy-l- per 10' seeded cells.
aminopyrene. is the ultimate mutagenic metabolite of I1-nitro- The cells were then seeded in complete medium (27) and
pyrene (18,19). We have also reported that the carcinogenic prpgtdnvioberemlaainonccknmry
N-lsydroxy derivatives of I- and 2-naphthylamine induce the skin cultures to determine the invasiveness of the transformed
trinsafornmation of cultured human ibroblasts to a state of cells (Z7.28). Embryos were removed from 9 -10-day-old fer-
anchorage-independent growth (20). These neoplastic cells tile egg, the skin was isolated and placed on a 207 agar base

* ,.- .were also capable of progressing to tumors in nude mice containing chicken embryo extract supplemented with MEMN-
following implantation. HISS (26,27). Seeded onto the skins were propagated cells

-. '4In the present report, two environmentally occurring nitro- which had been suspended in 25 pl of MEM-HBSS sup-
arenas, namely 1-nitropyrene and 6-nitrobenzo(a]pyrene, are plemented with 20%* FES. The cells were refed on day 2 with
shown to induce the transformation of cultured normal 15 Al of MIEM-HBSS supplemented with 20%7 FBS. The
human diploid fibroblasts to clones that exhibit anchorage- tissues were fixted on day 4 with Bouin's solution, embedded
independent growth and cellular invasiveness. In addition, in paraffin, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and
since xamthine oxidase can reduce 1-nitropyrene to a DNA- evaluated for invasiveness by light microscopy.

Incubation of normal human fibroblasts at low cell density
*Ablisedsm: PAH's. polycyfct ausumrts hydrocarbons; MEM.HIISS. and under anaerobic conditions with various concentrations

Eagle, assnal annal mneduwi slit Hank's balazscal salt solsa,,, FBS of 1-nitropyrene and 6-nitroberizo~alpyreie led to a
featS bovie strum. concentration-dependent increase in both cytotoxicity. as in-
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.4. ~~~TaWl L Rolnrr~e doiri eficiency andi frequ~ency of amsoap Table 11. Humian diploid ribrobLwi c'presros or andborageoependes
rofdei growth in soft apt "y human dipborid firusoblss epose to gpoth ins soft apt and cellular inatnes onchick emsiryonielks too.
l-ruiropyrse aid 6-rstroeno(Alpyrar.. ing e5turt tri.substaiuted PARls.

*Canpound Concentrations Relnwe clonn Frequency of Incubationt con~ditn Expertren Frewuency of Cellular
* ,r) efficierg colony growth colony growthiri5t5.5.e.

in) rsoftarb in sot agar ltfl

I-Nitropyrent 3 100 s a I 1-Nitropyremr
6 90 12 a Copete, 1 14. 5

1673 34a32 14 .
33 3 5 * 3 Complete ar1 0 N.T.

6-ewoz(a 4 100 10 a2 Compee hpoanhu/ 1 4 *14
*51pyren e 13 90 16 *2 xanthmotase 21 Ts* I

34 75 40 *3 Co5,lt -opurinol 1 9.3 N.T.
67 M73 a 4 byoduntaanhe oxlme 2 10 . 4 N.T

Contrlted N.

4Ce pam axi a~th ~ L/camdiw adted fo 2- huc asol 2% ndrts .1 0 5 N.T.
wall~ Mft coenaos moftheniratd 2 ay and pmem t grisown1 -uoez~lyei
*ay S.oeeD. tmnn h eldecoigefcec.'fe eilpsaei Complete 1 360* NT

Cornplesa - lypoxantsse 1 53 * 3
Matewoxdw2 66 *1I I

dicated by relative cloning efficiency, and frequency of * n~rio.3 69 5, NT
anchorage-independent growth in soft agar (Table 1). Cyon vxanhie I~i 14 6 5 N.T.
Ancorg-ndpence was not obweved under aerobic Coto I * I NT.
conditions or after exposreO of the cells to the solvent vehicle. 2 0 N.T.
1-Nitropyrene was more cytotoxic than 6-nitrobenzofaj-
pyriee and, at equal doses, it caused approximately twice as "be complee mcubarasn connard of atpeasue of thse cobl for 2.5 h in
many anchorage-independent olonies as 6-nitrobenzo~al- MNI-1435 under anaerobic condt~ins to esther I-nitroyrene (16 .4%I) or --

* ~PYMy,. &4nrobeetto(akne (04 1AM). When indicated, allopuinol (37 %f) Snd/or
* The transformiation protocol reursthat ceils; be tral 0.1 U/ml isansie oxsian and 3.7 aslr hyproiatn -r te added. Controlrequirested conditions were 'die orpere to (.153-HOSS. annrobrically. 'The cells wente

*at high cell density (23). Under these conditions, nitrated prepaed. treated. and saped for growth efficiency is soft agar as described
PAH concentrations that gave a 75W, relative cloning tffi in thse ten. The frequency indhated as the numiber of coloises of 50 cells or
ciency in the low cell density cytotoxicity assay (i.e.. 16 gree iusice. scored 21 days folowingseedngaWepesed ascobow 05

2-niropreneand34 jM 6nitobeno~apyree) id O lii seeded cels. Each value a t mean value for thrree. coda pwel. with three
I-irprn an 34ea pM 6-irb~ le )di to t elci eIssaerm and a presented as the mean * S.D. 'Ears of the chick en.

any ytooxiity.Thee cncenratonsled o te epresion brynicskin organ cans received transformeda cell an described or the ant.
of an average of 14 and 36 transformed colonies/ I Os seeded The orean culturns *mr evahsao 3 days later (22) N.T. indicates not rested.
cells for I-nicropyrene and 6-itobenzojalpyrene, respective- 4

Oecaorsaly an ageate of celsa appeared in thse ngar Them were recogniz-
ly (Table 11). As before, no transforned colonies were ed by se presenice of try lareecal ins the piesessor of snallercel atS tre col-
observed under aerobic conditions or after exposure of the onty.
cell to the solvent vehicle. Sinc anaerobic conditions were mation frequency for both nitro compounds to - 10 col-
required duning the nitrated PAH exposure period in both the onies/105 cells (Table 11). No toxicity was detected in cells
cytottaticity and transformation experimenits, these data sug- treated with allopurintol and h.p.l.c. indicated that this agent%
got that human fibroblasts might metabolize nitroarenes to completely suppressed xanthine oxidase-catalyzed 1-nitro- %
ultimate carcinogens and that the conversion could involve pyrene reduction. For 6-ntroberizoialpyrene, the inhibited
either an oxygen-sensitive nitroreductase or a reactive level of transformation was significantly lower than that
metabolite that rapidly decomposed under aerobic conti- observed with fibroblasts alone and suggests that an en-
dion. dogenous allopurinol-sensitive ntoreductases) may be pr-

The addition of hypoxanthine and bovine milk xanthine sent in the cultured cells.
ostidasle. which functions as a nitroreducoase under anaerobic A strong correlation exists between tumor formation in
conditions (18). resulted in a substantial increase in the tram- nude mice, growth in soft apr, and invasiveness in chicken
fornanon frequency to yield an average of 81 and 62 col- embryo skin cultures for chemically-transformed cells, or
oWWiiePl cells, respectively, for I-nieropyrene and 6-rutro- isolated carcinoma cell (27). In this study, all of the cells
bento(alpyrrene (Table 11). Neither hypoxanthine nor xan- tested exhibiteed cellular invasiveness that interrupted 8 -13
thine oidase were toxic to the cells, nor induced transforms- layers of embryonic skin cells (Table 11). Based upon mitotic -

*don under these conditions. Analysis of the incubation index and morphological properties, the invasive cell popula.
* meiur by hp.Lc. indicated a xanthine oxidase-dependent tions have been previously characterized as simulated

reduction of i-nitropyrene to I-aminopyrene. Therefore, ex- flbrosarconsas (27).
ogenous xanthine oxidase appeared to convert 1-nitropyrene In conclusion, both 1-nitropyrene and 6-nitrobenzofa-
and "-tirobentzo(alpyrene to reactive metabolites which pyrene have been shown to transform cultured human diploid
entered the fibroblast and induced cellular damage that fibroblasts to a state of anchorage-independent growth and
resulted in a transformed phenotype. Allopurinol, a specific cellular invasiveness that is indicative of their potential for
inhibitor of xanthine oxidase (18,29), decreased the tranisfor- neoplastic growth. Since anaerobic conditions were essential
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for these nitroarenes. The ttanthine oxidase-mediated conver- kratz..S.(1981). The "scidary, mtagenctryo of rrMir Ln haerta.

Attl.Rs.3.197.196.
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I INTRODUCTION

Many investigators have reported on the transformation of

h,-an cells in vitro by different types of carcinogenic insults

(Milo and DiPaolo, 1978; Kakunaga, 1978, Zimmerman and Little,

1981; Namba, 1982; Maher et al., 1982). Many of these inves-

tigators have treated the cells when they were proliferating
• ~~~C ,"nphr 1983 P tk m . , Ia..
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432 GEORGE E. MILO

in a logarithmic stage of growth (Silinskas et al., 1981;

"." Sutherland et al., 1981; Namba, 1982). However Zimmerman and

Little (1981), Borek (1980), Greiner et al., (1981), and Milo

and DiPaolo (1978, 1980), using either an amino acid-deficient

growth medium or a small amount of fetal bovine serum-

supplemented growth medium, blocked the cells in a G stage of

the cell cycle, released the cells from the block, and treated

the cells with a carcinogen as they exhibited S-phase entry.

Data from Milo and DiPaolo (1980) suggest to us that cells

released from G1 block and treated in G2 (4.5 h) or M (1.5 h)

were not transformed by the carcinogen. Moreover, there is a

period in early G1 that the cells are refractory (will not

respond to the carcinogenic insult). The movement of cells

0from G1 block in the cell cycle following release from the

block into S phase was determined to be 10 h in length. The

intracellular localization of a cell cycle-regulatory protein,

calmodulin (Yasuhanu and Hidaka, 1982; Cheung, 1982), was fol-
.- Plowed by indirect immunofluorescence, over the time of re-

lease of the cells from the G1 block into S. For a 2-h period

of time prior to release of the cells from the G1 block and 4 h

into S, the cells were treated every hour for 1 h with methyl-

azoxymethanol acetate (MAMA). This carcinogen treatment dur-

ing a 16-h time span was followed in order to discern whether

a programmed release of the cells from G block would alter the
extent of carcinogenic response to the treatment as measured by

the expression of anchorage-independent growth of carcinogen-

treated cells.

N16
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II. METHODS OF PROCEDURE

A. Cell Cultures

Neonatal human foreskin fibroblast cell populations (HNF)

were seeded into 25-cm2 flasks and produced confluent mono-

layers in 48 h (Riegner et al., 1976). The cells were serially

passaged and the incremental radiolabeling index determined as

" .%. a measure of the growth phase (Cristofalo aid Sharf, 1973).

The cultures were maintained in complete growth medium com-

posed of Eagle's minimum essential medium (MEM) supplemented

with nonessential amino acids, sodium pyruvate, gentocin, glu-

tamine, 25 mM Hepes at pH 7.2 (Milo and DiPaolo, 1980), and

.% *, 10% fetal bovine serum. The routine serial passaging of the

A % cells at 1:4 split ratios was done in the aforementioned con-

plete growth medium (CM).

B. Preparation of Cells for G1 Block

To arrest the cell population in the late G phase of the

cell cycle 10 h prior to S phase, the logarithmically growing

cell population at 70% confluent density was transferred by

seeding the cells into a modified Dulbecco's minimum essential

medium (DM) deficient in arginine and glutamine for 24 h.

' Dialyzed fetal bovine serum (d-FBS) was prepared by dialysis

against DM deficient in arginine and glutamine. DM Was sup-

plemented with 10% d-FBS over the 24-h period in GI. Sister

cultures were prepared for each time point, and one culture

was treated with (methyl- H]thymidine (60 Ci/mmol) at 1.0 tCi/ml.

Samples were taken every hour from the time the cultures went

into the block until midway into S period 38 h later. The

I . other sister culture was treated with the carcinogen in the G

block, at time of release from the block, and midway into S

period. All of the cultures were incubated in a 4% carbon

dioxide-enriched air atmosphere at 37
0 C.

I,,
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,I C. Chemical Preparation

The chemicals of interest--insulin (IN at 0.5 U/ml) methyl-

azoxymethanol acetate (MAMA), 78,8a-dihydroxy-9a, 10a-epoxy-

7,8,9, 10-tetrahydrobenzo [alpyrene (BPDE I), N-methyl-N-nitro-

N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), and benzamide (BZ)--were solvated in

either ethanol or acetone (Milo et al., 1981) and used imme-

diately. MAMA (3.6 pg/ml), MNNG (0.5 ;ig/ml), or BPDE I

e. (0.114 uM) were added to the cultures at the time the cells

4.. were released from the block. In addition, MNNG (Milo and

% .DiPaolo, 1980) and BPDE I (Tejwani et al., 1982) were added

when the cells were in S.

Finally, MAMA was added at each hour for 1 h of treatment
from 2 h prior to the release point until the cells were 4 h

into S. Benzamide was added at 1 mM final concentration at

* the G1 cell block period after release from the block, removed

at S-phase entry, and then added again in a sister culture at

S-phase entry.

D. Transformation Regimen

Proliferating cell populations at a cell density of 5000

cells/c 2 were transferred from CM to DM minus arginine and

glutamine and blocked in G (Milo and DiPaolo, 1980; Zimmerman

and Little, 1981). The cells were released from the block by
removal of DM medium and readdition of CM (plus deficient amino

acids) with and without IN, and 10 h later the cells exhibited

S-phase entry. Treatment with the carcinogen was carried out

as described previously. The treated populations were serially

passaged (Milo and DiPaolo, 1978; Zimmerman and Little, 1980;

Silinskas et al., 1981) into CM containing 8x nonessential ami-

no acids and 2x vitamins for 20 PDL, and at this time the

treated cells were seeded into a semisolid medium to measure

anchorage-independent growth (0.33% agar).

W.
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E. Anchorage-Independent Growth

The treated populations were serially passaged into 2 ml

of soft agar (0.33%) containing Dulbecco's modified lo-Cal
4i-.

medium (Biolabs, Northbrook, Illinois) supplemented with 20%
FBS (Milo et al., 1981) over a 5-ml 2% agar base containing

McCoy's 5A supplemented as described previously (Milo et al.,

1981) with 20% FBS.

The treated cultures were kept at a high humidity in a

4% carbon dioxide-enriched atmosphere at 370C. After 21 days,

colonies that contained a50 cells/colony were scored as posi-

tive.

% ! F. Assay for Neoplasia

After counting the colonies in soft agar they were re-

moved, pooled, dispersed into single-cell suspensions, and
w 2

seeded into 25-cm flasks containing 2 ml of CM supplemented

with growth additive and 10% 'BS. These transformed populations

- were evaluated for their neoplastic potential in nude mice

(Donahoe et al., 1982). The nude mice were irradiated with

q 450 rads (from a C37s source) prior to the injection of the

" .transformed cells. After 6 weeks, tumors were counted and ex-

cised for histopathological evaluation.
* 4

i

G. Calmodulin Localization

Cells seeded at N10,000 cells/a were fixed in 3% phosphate

buffer formalin at pH 7.2 for 30 min. The slides were then

postfixed in methanol at 200C for 10 min, rinsed with PBS, and

indubated 1 h at 37*C with the primary antibody toward calmodu-

lin. This antibody was prepared against rat testis calmodulin

protein in sheep. After rinsing the fixed cultures extensively

with PBS, the secondary reagent, FITC-conjugated rabbit anti-

19
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100

R-
80-@

Z 60 CM OM CM+IN S

40-

20 22-24%

0 8 4
202 28 4 8

0
Time (hr)

Fig. 1. Graphic representation of behavi*or of cells
leaving the block (R) G 1 traversing to S. 8 represents point
when proliferating cells in log growth are fed with DM minus
arginine, glutamine, and d-FBS. R is the point in time (h)
when the cells are released from the G1 block and the incre-
mental part of the cell population proceeds toward S phase of
the cell cycle. This population contains the maximum number
of cells that exhibit positively fluorescing antisera against
calmodulin localized in the nucleus at this time point. From
R to the time the population exhibits S-phase entry ([methyl-
3H]thymidine radiolabel nuclei), there is no further increase
in nuclei that fluoresce positive for the presence of calmodu-
lin. S represents the point when the cell population enters
S phase of the cell cycle. The period R to S will be desig-
nated as S-phase entry time, and a to R will be designated as
G1 transient period or late G1 period.

sheep IgG, was incubated with the cells for 1 h at 370C. Again
%4the slides were washed with PBS and examined under a Zeiss epi-

fluorescent microscope with 485-nm exciter filters and 520- to
.4.

560-nm barrier filters (Dedman et al., 1978; Markle et al.,

1981).
o4,.

4.e

20
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Proliferating populations radiolabeled with [methyl- 3H] -

' 'J.,. -'ithymidine exhibited an incremental radiolabeling index from

. % 22 to 24% (Fig. 1). When the cm medium over these populations

• . was replaced with DM (point 6, Fig. 1), the radiolabeling index

"'" (Cristofalo and Sharf, 1973) dropped to <0.1%. At point R

. [. (Fig. 1), the 0M medium was replaced with CM (Milo et al.,

... .[-:1981), and IN was added to the CM. After 10 h the untreated

and treated cells exhibited S-phase entry (Milo and DiPaolo,

I

".N .1 1980). Calmodulin, a cell-regulatory protein (Cheung, 1982)

associated with cell proliferation, localizes in the nucleus

2before t (Fig. 1.en he mprotein can be located intra-

..

cellularly by indirect immunofluorescence, and following re-

*o-"lease of the cells from the block 2 h later fluorescence

." ar Nstaining properties for calmodulin were observed in the cyto-

gplasm of the cells (Fig. 2A). Four hours later, the nuclei
S., 9 ,fluoresced ositive for the presence of the protein (Fig. 2B).
i%. *Six hours after release S-phe block the maximum number of

positive fluorescing calmodulin nuclei were observed. No
further increases in the number of positive fluorescing calmo-

dulin nuclei (Table f) were found after the 6-h lapse of time.
We followed these events to S-phase entry, (G 0-11 h). Con-

comitantly we examined the radiolabeling index over this same

time period. At G i 1  the radiolabeling index was 0.1%. At
rG the incremental radiolabeling index increased from11

10.1 to 3%, and at S1 3 - 1 4 the l-hr A radiolabeling index was

28% for IN-treated cells.

Treatment of the sister cell populations with the carcino-

gens MNNG, BPDE I, and MAMA was initiated at G,0-1 and S12-13

following release of the cells from the block (Point R, Fig. 3).

Transformation was measured after 20 population doublings by

the ability of the treated cells to grow in soft agar (as

'.-

23
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TABLE I. The number of Calmodulin-Positive Fluorescing
Nuclei Followed as a Function of Time of
Release from the Block

% Calmodulin Fluorescing Nuclei8

-IN c  +IN c  Time in G 1

0 0 G 0-1

1

1 2 G13-4

6"-
25 50 G11
30 52 G 8-9

31 51 G9-10

33 s10-11
-91

aThe number of calmodulin-positive fluorescing nuclei/
number of nonfluorescing nuclei x 100 expressed as a per-cen t&e. 10-11

%The notation to 1  refers to the G1 part
of the cell cycle, and t-tI was used to describe the begin-
ning and end of the sampling time in hours following re-
lease from the block at point R (Fig. 1).

C-IN, Cultures released from the block receiving no
insulin treatment; +IN, sister cultures receiving insulin
treatment. These values are mean values for three readings.

'IQ

9 0-1described herein). The number of colonies observed from G
1

treated populations treated with MNNG, BPDE I, and MAMA was

zero (undetectable). At point G16-7, when the optimum number '

of calmodulin-positive nuclei were observed (Table I), the in- .-

cidence of anchorage-independent growth of these carcinogen-

treated cells was 18 t 3.0 for MAMA-treated cells, 0.0 for

MNNG-treated cells (undetected), and 0.0 for BPDE-I-treated

cells (undetected). When the populations were treated with the
10-11carcinogen at S-phase entry (G1 + S
0  ) with either BPDE I or

MNNG, the colony-forming incidence of these treated cells in

soft agar was 26 colonies/105 BPDE I-treated cells (Tejwani et

24
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., -. o

0

-60 CM OM CM+ S
-J Modulotors

40-

20 22j-24%

0
4 8 4 822 24 28 32 36 40 1

0 / -z
" , / IU /I

./ ,- 0

z - - . ,20O .

50
-' 0'S24 30 34 38 42

Time (hr) (-)

Fig. 3. The percentage of radiolabeled nuclei (% RLN) was
plotted as a function of time following release from the cell
cycle block at 24 h. The sections were divided into 6-h and

54-h periods. Six hours after release from the block at R' the
% /maximum number of calmodulin-positive fluorescing nuclei was de-

termined. The carcinogen treatment period was for 1 h in length
from R' to S, 6-18 h after R (4 h into S). The number of
colonies per 50,000 cells seeded into soft agar (S.A.) was

*plotted as a function of the length of treatment (1 h) at vari-

ous time points, 30-38 h. These are mean values for three
wells (see footnotes to Table II). The data presented here

*,Y * represent a combination of data from Table II and Fig. 1.

al., 1982) and 2.0 colonies/105 MNNG-treated cells (Milo et al.,

1981). When MAMA was used to treat populations at S-phase entry
5for 12 h w observed 700 colonies/10 cells (Kuhn et al., 1982).

We therefore decided to titrate sister populations (Table
0-1 13-14. II) with MAMA from G through to S1  

. We treated the

25
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TABLE II. Comparison of Treatment Time Following Release
from G1 Block (Hour R) into S Phase of the Cell

Cycle with Number of Colonies that Exhibit
Anchorage-Independent Growth

Number of colonies expressing
anchorage-independent growtha

-IN +IN Time Gttl + S

0 0 G 0-1
1

3-40 0 G1

6-71.4 ± 1.5 18± 3.0 G

1.4 ± 1.5 15± 2.3 G1 7-8
8-9

1.4 ± 1.5 30 17.0 G1 8

20.3 ± 9.2 45 ± 3.1 G1
9 1 0

12.3 ± 0.6 36 ± 2.5 G + S10 - 11

10.3 ± 3.5 150 ± 27.0 511-12

9.5 ± 3.0 271 ± 15.7 S12 -13

8.0 ± 0.0 65 ± 4.0 S13- 14

aTreated cells (50,000) at 20 PDL were seeded into 2 ml

v• of 0.33% agar overlayer over 5 ml of 2.0%. The growth medium
in the agar overlayer was Dulbecco's lo-Cal medium (Milo et
al., 1981) over McCoy's SA in the 2.0% base; each contained
supplements and FBS as described in Section I1. Untreated cells
seeded in the same manner yielded no colonies from 105 cells.

bThe cells were released from the G1 block, and no IN was

added prior to administration of the carcinogen MAMA.
CThe cells were released from the block and IN added prior

to the administration of the carcinogen. The values reported
here are mean values for three wells ± 1 standard deviation.

dThe designation Glt-tl + st-tl was used to describe the
phase of the cell cycle such as G1 or S, and the superscript
t-t is the beginning and end of the treatment time with car-
cinogen during that phase of the cell cycle. For example, G1

0 -I
is the time in G1 when the cells were released from the block
and were treated for I h. At this time the 1-h & radiolabeling
index, using [methyl- 3H]thymidine (Milo and DiPaolo, 1980), was

<0.01. At the time of treatment, S
13-14, the incremental ra-

diolabeling index was 22% for -IN carcinogen-treated cultures

and 28% for +IN treated cultures.

26
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cells from the time of release, G -
1 for 1 h duration at each

hour up to S 1 3 1 4 , that is, 13-14 h after release from

(point R, Fig. 1 or Fig. 3). Over this time period we found

that -IN + MAMA-treated cells did not exhibit an increase in* G6-7_rae
* colony formation in soft agar for tr populations

0-1 1 eaepouain% over the G period; that is, no colonies were found in soft

agar. Later, at S1 2 - 1 3 time period there was an increase in
S- colony formation to 9.5 ± 3.0 colonies per 50,000 seeded cells.

' Insulin pretreatment of cells to be treated with MAMA at time

point S 1 2 - 1 3 resulted in the formation of 271 ± 15.7 colonies

per 50,000 seeded cells (Table II). The 1-hr A radiolabeling

index at this time point was 28% (see footnotes to Table II).

At S13-1 4 treatment period there was a substantial decrease

! from 271 ± 15.7 colonies to 65 ± 4.0 colonies. However, the

1-h incremental radiolabeling index increased to 75%. We didV not at this time carry the experiments beyond this point.

Previous experiments (Milo et al., 1981), with treatments

in the later part of S with MAMA, MNG, or BPDE I, prove that

the treated cells in this time period were less responsive to

the carcinogenic insult; that is, the treated cells did not

exhibit anchorage-independent growth. The relationship between

* the release of the cells from the blocks and treatment regimen

with MAMA presented in Fig. 3 illustrates the profile of colony

. formation versus treatment time (Table II) over a 14-h treat-

ment period of time. Table II is a graphic representation of

~.*v the treatment regimen from point R through to midway into S.
. ~ Furthermore, data not presented here have revealed that the

carcinogenic response can be interfered with following the car-
cinogen treatment with BZ. Benzamide at 1 mm, added to the

cells at point R and removed at S (Fig. 3), reduced the number

$ of colonies formed to 67% of non-BZ-treated MAMA-treated cells.S%-' 10-11 1
When BZ was added at point G1 + S and removed at S14 (i.e.,

. 4 h later into S), it reduced the MAMA-induced colony-forming

1-27
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35
frequency in soft agar from 10 colonies/10 seeded cells to

<2 colonies/105 cells (Kun and Milo, 1982). The 1-h A radio-

labeling index of BZ carcinogen-treated cells over the treat-

ment time was not altered when compared to the sister MAMA-

treated cultures containing no BZ. There was no apparent cy-

totoxicity exhibited by the 1 mM BZ-treated cultures or change

in finite population doublings of these BZ-treated cells -

(35 - 5 population doublings). BZ-treated cell populations

would not grow in soft agar. Injection of the MAMA-transformed

cells into a nude mouse yielded a tumor that was excised from

the mouse and evaluated as an undifferentiated mesenchymal tu-

mor. The frequency of tumor formation was two tumors per

16 mice that receive the injection (Donahoe et al., 1982).

P%

IV. DISCUSS ION

The transformation of human foreskin fibroblasts by car-
cinogen insults appears to be an operational phenomenon that

is logistically reproducible. There are several reports in

the literature that randomly proliferating cell populations

can be transformed following carcinogen administration

(Kakunaga, 1978, Sutherland, 1981, Maher et al., 1982; Namba,

1982). There are reports also by other investigators that

blocking human diploid cell populations in G1 by specific ami-

no acid deprivation (Milo and DiPaolo, 1978, 1980; Zimmerman d

and Little, 1981; Greiner et al., 1981) or by reducing the fe-

tal bovine serum requirement (Borek, 1980) followed by the ad-

dition of modulators (compounds that modify intracellular bio-

chemical events without damage to the DNA), enhances the car- s

cinogenic response. The heightened response to the carcinogen

treatment of the cells following treatment with the modulators

such as IN during the late G1 phase of the cell cycle and into

28 ,1 ,
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S permits us to probe the system with the carcinogen to identi-

fy the time of optimum response to the carcinogen. Maher et

al. (1982) have found, using 6-thioguanine mutagenic selection

procedures, that the slope changes immediately prior to S-phase

entry, and there appears to be a correlation between the number

of mutants observed at this time and the number of transfor-

mants (express anchorage-independent growth).

We (Tejwani et al., 1982) completed carcinogen-DNA adduct

studies on cell populations that will either respond to the car-

*. - cinogenic insult and will exhibit anchorage-independent growth

I (responsive) or will not exhibit anchorage-independent growth

(refractory). We found, in responsive cells treated with

BPDE I in early S, the period of heightened responsiveness to

carcinogen insult, that the carcinogen-dG adduct formation com-

pared to refractory treated populations was quite similar.

Furthermore, the persistence of adducts in the refractory or

responsive carcinogen-treated cells over a 24-h period did not

appear to be a logical mechanism to explain why we observe the

" differences in formation of colonies in soft agar, for BP-DNA

binding did not change in either treated cell population over

this time period. Moreover, Zimmerman and Little (1981) sug-

gest that specific amino acid deprivation may contribute to

heighten response to the carcinogen treatment. This may indeed

* .occur; however, responsive or refractory cells, both those

blocked in G1 by amino acid deprivation and those released from

*.% the block in G 1, show no statistical significant differences in

binding of the radiolabel carcinogen to the DNA.

Maher et al. (1982) have shown that there is a dose-

dependent mutagenic response to UV light (254 nm) when cells

* were treated in late G 1 3 h prior to onset of S and these

treated cell populations were examined for their capability to

grow in soft agar. It is interesting to note that the cells we

have treated with MAMA at 10 h prior to onset of DNA synthesis

i 29
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exhibit anchorage-independent growth, whereas MNNG and BPDE I

treated cells do not exhibit this characteristic. In all

three treatments with BPDE I, MNG, and MAMA, the time of opti-.

mum responsiveness to the carcinogenic insult appears to be

2-3 h into S. This response appears to be wiped out by BZ

treatment, lowering the expression of anchorage-independent

growth from %700 colonies/105 treated cells seeded in soft
5

agar to <2 colonies/10 cells. Furthermore, we (Kuhn et al.,

1982) have found that BZ ameloriates the poly (ADP)ribosylase-

phosphorylated modification of acidic nuclear proteins of re-

sponsive cells.

We suspect that a ccmplex series of events occurs in a

programmed manner as a function of time from the time of adding .

a modulator through to the expression of the early carcinogenic

events. If, for example, one of these events is modified by

the administration of BZ while CHA damage, persistence of ad-

ducts, and repair of damage is in process, the cell responds

to the insult as a reversible or irreversible toxic event. We

propose that modification of nuclear protein covering the car-

cinogenic site sets in motion events leading to the expression

of a carcinogenic response (precancerous state), followed by an

expression of anchorage-independent growth and neoplastic po-

tential. This of course presupposes that the correct genetic

damage (carcinogen-DNA adduct) was formed, and "error-prone

repair" is functional in S followed by chromosomal transposi-

tion (Klein, 1981). In any event, calmodulin, a cell-regulatory
protein in this system, apparently is active in the nucleus, is

expressed early in late G prior to the onset of scheduled DNA

synthesis, and prefaces any subsequent event leading to cellu-

lar proliferation and fixation of the genetic damage in expres-

sion of a carcinogenic event.

30
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V V. SUMMARY

Human foreskin fibroblast populations blocked in G l re-

leased, and treated with methylazoxymethanol acetate (MAMA)

from the time of release (late GI) for 1-h treatment intervals

. until 4 h into S, exhibited a differential sensitivity to MAMA
# -~treatment at the different treatment times. A heightened re-

sponse to the carcinogen treatment was not detected until cal-

modulin, a cell-regulatory protein, was optimally present in

the nuclei of the late Gl-treated cells 6 h after release from

the G block. Moreover, there was a distinct increase in the
1

number of transformed phenotypes (cells that will grow in soft

*% agar), observed when the cells were treated with MAMA at the
'.i onset of scheduled DNA synthesis. The time at which these

treated cells were optimally responsive to a carcinogenic in-

sult was 12-13 h after release from the block 2-3 h into S.

Interestingly, this was followed by a decrease in the expres-

sion of anchorage-independent growth when the cells were

treated 13-14 h after release from the block 4 h into S. Ben-

zamide interfered in the process when added at the onset of S,

and the resultant carcinogen-treated population did not exhibit

!-% a comparable increase in expression of anchorage-independent

growth. Cells treated with MAMA at the point of release from

the block G10- 1 to G13-4 did not express anchorage-independent

growth.

7, It is proposed that the heightened presence of calmodulin

in the nuclei 4 h prior to the onset of scheduled DNA synthesis

is a cell-regulatory function that sets in motion a complex

series of events (program) in carcinogen-initiated human fibro-

blasts that leads to a subsequent carcinogenic response.

31
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Cell cycle-dependent intervention by benzamide of carcinogen-
induced neoplastic transformation and in vitro poly(ADP-
ribosylbation of nuclear proteins in human fibroblasts

(call sy"nrdosto/ phase/an sorag-iridepndinst growt)

ERNEST KuN*, EVA KiRSTN*. GEORGE E. MILot, PONNAIMNA KURIANt, AND H. L. KUMARl
t

The asdaxuitnr eserch ssonte nd he mesrnt of Phuasolory. Univernt of Culihiumia San Francsco, CA 94143. and 'Departntent of ttwhyoca
Chemstau. and Compeeteswerr Canscr Cester,. hno Slate sistv. Colum~bus. Off 43210

ComsinaWe byj Lewis Thomaas. August 15, 1983

ABSTRACT Human fibrolast were subjected to nutrition. poly(D-ioev11myata rslnipaet ewe
:~ saly induced G, block, followed by release and subsequent entry regulatory proteins and, depending on their-nature and local-

inte S phase, and exposed to nontoxic concentrations of carcino- ization, could alter chrosmatin conformations, expressed as kary-
sent in early S phase. Cell transformation occurred as determined ological changes that accompany the cell cycle in normal and

a, by ealy morpllogic call alterations, anchorilge-usdependent col. msaligniant cells (16, 1M. The polyiADP-ribosvl)atiion-depen-
56my7 intin call inivanVeness, and augenitation of Abi 376 dent variation in nucleosomal structures 18) tends to support
hua muallpisaacy-specific cell-surface antigemei determinant, the proposed regulatory mechanism.

4elyeacmtao acetate was the most potent transforming We examined the possible participation of polv(ADP-ribo-
agent at dose that were negative in toxicity tests. Besxaside 110 sylration of chromatin proteins in carcinogen-induced onco-
pM~ Maraelsaar concenitration), aspecfic inibitor of ply(AD- genic transfor-mation of synchronized human fibroblasts (19-21).

,,.j ,~~~~ ribogel pelymerase, prevented transformation in a cell etelo-spo- Thsmdlwa *hsnbecause we intended to obtain anfor-
aifle manear, axiaal prevention coinciding with early S hae mation that could be relevant to human neoplasms If polvlADP-aloe characteristice of -axIma susceptibility to transformation.
Neither -n interference of carcinogen de xygatiohne r nhosvl)ation of certain chromatin proteins in the S phase plays
added formation nor a chemsical reactin between brenade an a role in the regulation of carcinogen-induced oncogenic trans-

aww mwas deected. paMethliyminhaited acetate at tran. formation, then a selective inhibitor of poly1ADP-ribose, polv-
fomn mu otoxic dose prilynhbtdpoly(ADP-ribo- merase, benzasnade (221. would be expected to alter transfor-

tyllt to about the sam extent as bensamide. Howvever, so- mation. A preliminary report has appeared (23).

meltasseom exposaire of cells to both aenoits in early S phase,
reln th na-a o rnfrmtoagetdp AP MATERIALS AND METHODS

ribasyllatim. above this controls. Enzymatic activities ran parallel Cells and Culture Conditions for G, Block/Release. Fri.
'.4with the liormation of DNA-associaiting polynner-ohistons pro- mary human fibroblasts were prepared (241 and cultured as re-

tae adducts that are, anned to regulate the physiological fume. ported (25). These cells have a finite replicative capacity of 35
:Z:. don of chromas at the structural level. i± 7 populations doublings, which is 2-2.4 hr, plating efficiency

between 95 and 100%. and relative colony (defined as S0 cells-
A significant Increase in poly(ADP-ribosyllation of nonhistone forming efficiency of 20-21%. For each series of experiments
proteins was inid in an early precanceerous state of hamster the aveMae yId of cells prior to the soft-apar growth test was
liver (1) and in regenerating rat liver (2). suggesting that cellular 3 x 10' ± 0 per flask (73 cm's each) and for biochemical stud-
regeneration may be a common reason for the accelerated en- ies the number of cells was scaled up to shout 20 x 10'. C1

- zymsete rates. Cellular regeneration is known to augment the block (25) was induced as described (19). It is critical that the
number ofcells in S phase and this has been correlated with the number of population doublings at the initiation of Ct block
ficilitation of neoplastic transformation in organs 13) and in cul- must not exceed S and the doulling time 23 hir otherwise re-

a tued C3H/10113 CIA mouse fibroblasts (4). Poly(ADP-ribo- sistance to trasnsformnation b ' carcinogens may develop t24) and
syllaton also exhibits a cell cycle-dependent oscillation, a max- the variations in poly(ADP-ribosvl~stion will differ from results
imum coinciding with S phase after a release of C, block (5). reported here. InCG, block,191 radiolabeling fell too. 1% of con-
These observatis tend to suggest an as yet undefined con- trols within 24 hr. The C, block was released by refeeding wsth
section between (poly ADF-nibosvl~tion. cell cycle, and isso- tie minimnal essential medium, which also contained 0.3 unit
plastic tniAnsfrmatios. of insulin per ml (see Fig. 41. After two washings with minimal

'AOntoginsie development (6), the effect of developmentl hor- essential growth medium, from which bovine serum was de-
mones (7-B), and differentiatioin (10) also coincide with changes leted, cultures were divided (1:21 and culturing commenced
in rates of poMyADP-rlbosyl)ation of mainly nonhistone pro- after the addition of 2x concentrated essential vitamins, Six
telne (11, 12) thet we thsought to regulate selective gene expres- concentrated essential amino acids, 0.2% NaHCO,. 50 pcg of
sIon (13). gientoicin per ml. and 20% fetal serum until confluence was ap-

Identification of poly(ADP-ribose) as a unique nucleic acid proached and serial passages were continued (1: 101 in the en-
(14. 15) that is covalendly bound to preasumably DNA-associated riched minimal essential medium (see Fig. 4). Seeding: 4 xt 10'

oroten namy provide a molecular model of chromatin regs- cells per plate) into soft apar (191 was carried out after 16-20
stion. Ionic environment-dependent helical polymer chains of population doublings.

_________________________ Exposure to Carcinogens and lenzaemide. Exposure to car-
The publiaion cooteaof this article were defrayed in pa bypaechm cinogens and beisramide was done 10 hr after the release of the

n'~1 *I pymet-This article must thereflore he herebyi marked "advertise-a - ~anacoeshuc weith 18 U.S C. U1734 solely to indicate tis fiict. Abbrevition: RCF, relative cloning frequency
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metabolically induced C,/S black (Fig. 4) and exposure lasted Table 1. Inhibition by beoxamide of carciogen-induced cell
10 hr. followed by three washings and refeeding with fresh me- transormacion as determined by colony counts on soft apr
dia (25). Kie-Transformed

%Cellular Toxicity. Cellular toxicity, tested at least at six con- Car- Menut, Experimental Cell colonies.
cessoations of drugs, was determsined by effects on cloning fre- ensgen s0. conditions no. per IV~ cellsi

cync (26). Relative cloning frequency (RCFJ(wsdfnda 1 5 Ntebyazxyetanoi 758 ±=58)
exposed to drugs and RCFso was defined as the concentration ., Benzanude 1(-0.3)
ofdusta caused a 50% decrease of cloning frequency. Tox- 2 2 N-Matlsyl-N'.nitro-N- 39±6)

iiywstesame in random and synchronized cultures. The nitrosormnidine
time of expoaure to dnugs wa , r vnthough in the trans- (0.7 p.M
formation experiments (Fig. 4) this was only 10 hr, providing 2 + Bensamide 0 (±0.2)
an extra nsuhgins of safety for the determinati of nontoxic doses. 3 2 70,8iaDihydroxy-%.10 a 26 f(±2)
which were further tested by the absence of effects on placing "oxy-7,8,9,10-
efficiency and doubling time, tatraisydrobenzopyren

Criteri for Phesnotypic Trasformnation. In addition to cal- (0.33 AM
any counts on soft apr (19, 25). criteria for phenotypic trans- 2 -Beoxamde 0
formation were cellular invasiveness (27), determined in six 4 2 0-Pripialactsne (28 ILMI 28 =±3) r

prlel teats per experiment, and the immunofluorescence test 1, Beoxunode 0
frhuman rofgnancv-specific monoclonal cell-surkvc anti- 5 1 I-1DiistlbyhdUSg 103 =±9)

apr clones (unpublished data). The tumor take in nudeR mice 1 +Benzeiiiad 11±=0.2)
7(1)wsietclwtthiniecoftumor formation bpy our- 6 2 3-Hydroxy-1- 43 1±=51 -

gicaly btanedhuma firosrcoascultured parallel with waeuliccd
transfomed fibroblasts. adtelow incidence (M0-30%) is prob- 2 Wleizane 01±0.31

benee the human (3) 7 5 No addtionsa

Bi,,h )chemical procedures related to 8 5 Brimd

pol$ADP-ribose( were the same s published (1,.2.6. Lt, 1M Both caroesa nd bensamide were present in RCFi concencra-

.r, ~14 1,3M. nrcllua benzsnide) (C-laeled) wasseeson.

sue solubulizer. methanol extraction, and reversed-phase chro- and G, block/release and carcsnogen (in S phase) in the absence
matograpisy on a C.'i ifondpek) column withs a 0-M0 methanol/ of a new done of beazumide. and this resistance is tikely to he
28,0 linear gradient. Fibroblasts were permeabilized by lyso- due to a modified genetic trait because residual benzasnide was
pisosphatiylcholine (34). which did not interfere with enzyme not present after three or four cell doublings. Cellular inva--

-'assays. svns 2)of transformed colonies grown in soft apar is shown
* [t Cl~esszasnide (IC) (4.29 ACi/mmol. 5 jaCi/mI of solution; in Fig. 2. and the fluorescence-antibodyv binding test (29) per-

1 Ci - 3V x 10'0 4o was purchase from Pathfinder Labs, formed with the Abi 376 monoclonal antibody (28) is shown in
St Louis. MO. (1L4-4CJMethyazoxymethanol acetate (spe. Fig. 3B.

'P. cific activity, 115 mCi/mmol) was kindly provided by F. Cazer Time Course of Exposure of Fibroblasts to RCFI Dome of -

(Ohio State University). The monoclonal anibody to Abi 376 Benramide and NMethylaaosymsethano Acetate, The time course
was a generous gif of S. Ferrone and the secondary reagent of exposure of fibroblasts to RCF, doses of benzamide and
(fluoeoisothiocvanate-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgGI was pur- methylamnmethanol acetate as related to GI/S block and its
chased from %hles. release is illustrated in Fig. 4. The partial antagonism by benz-J

RESULTSamide, added during G, block and in early S phase (lines A and
RESULTSB) is most probably explained by the partial retention of benz-

?m.ntwe of Transformsation. Transforming (RCF 1) and toxic anside in cells even after several washings (see Materials and
M3) (RC~sq) doses of ssethylazoxinmethanol acetate were 7 and methods).

(7ade retivey,:adfor bnmide the doses were 1 mM), DNA Addc Formation. DNA adduct formation 363)was
(aded xtmaly t~l cuture)ad 4.3 nil. respectively studied with two labeed carcinogens (carcinogens I and 3 in

SThese values for the carcinogen or benzamide did not change Table 1) under identical conditions required for transformation.
if the two agents were combined, as under conditions that pre- The quantities of adducts in experiment 1 were 90.6 and 86.0
vented t rnfmto. Identical toxicity analyses were per. pmol/mg of DNA (22 x 10' and 21 x 10' cpm of "C) and in
foarmed with five additional carcinogens (Table I). Denzsanide experiment 2 were 43 and 41 pmol of methylazoxymethanol
(added externally, at 1 mM,. corresponding to 10 pLl intracel- acetate pe mug of DNA (11.5 x 101 and 11 It xVP cpm). Rates
lular concentraio) counteracted transformation. Benzoute at of transforsnation were similar in both cases. In each experi-
I mM had no influence on the transfornmation nor did it have ment the second value was obtained in the presence of benxasn-
an effect of its own on fibroblasts (not shown). ide. onse of the labeled products of methylazoxvcoethanol ace-

Evidensee of Cellular Trasnsformationi. The characteristic tate was I"14metsyl-O'-guanosine 5-9 adducts per 10' beses
morphology of fibeoblasts (fig. 1, group 11 was markedly A- (.ref. 39). Methylation of DNA with [methy~l-t4Cimethionine
teed when cell cultures were exposed to RFC5 doses of car- as i methyl donor was not influenced by benzamide (results not
clisoges after five cell doublingp. Bensamide in ell cultures shown). Adduct formation of DNA with [ 5H(U)JTP.8a-dihy-
inibted this phenotypic change (Fig. 1. group 3). whereas the droxv-9a.10loo-epos-7,S,9 lO-teorahydrohenropyrene carcin-
cell msorphology shown in Fig. 1. grop 1, resnained unaltered ogen 3 in Table 1) yielded mainly 7P-benzopvrene dial epoxide
by benzasssde alone. Cells shown in Fig. 1. grouip 3, have be- [-deoscvgxanosine 14-8 adducts per 10' bases) identified by
come resistant to transformation by reesposure to another cycle chromatography (33). The quantities of these major and abao af

363
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FI.2 im na"ee dre.2)o ehlsxmtao
actt-rnomdfbolss rw . insfagror2dy.(Up)

Norma firbat lcdohce eby knfr7 r Lwr

Invaivebehvio afer te sme engh oexpsureto ranormd clls

FIG 2. cobntioenveness (cf ref 2ln) Af methy(7AMoxymethnl-.j :~~wxmhao acetate-trasfor ed anrolus grown instaarit f ir 2 NA da sizpe)
nasiviehai afro the apperlnet of expseo trAsfomecular

speces f 1.2 X108 altns. oweerprevention of trans-
formation by benzamide did not coincide with reassociation to

% the larger size DNA; thus, no connection between apparent
fragmentation and reassociation cosud be ascertained that cor-
related with transformation and its prevention.

Variations of Poly(ADP-ribose) Polymerase Activity and De-
termination of Producto. After 10 hr of exposure to I m.M
benzamide in cell cultures, inhibition of enzymatic activity was
similar to that observed in permeabilized cells at 10 AeM benz-

amide. As shown in Fig. 5 metlsylazoxymethanol acetate at 7

'P FiG. 1. Cellular morphology of normal (group 1), methylasoxy-
* '.'~methanol acetate-treated (group 2), and beoxamide- and methylasoxy-

methianol aoetate-trsated cels (group 3)5 as weeiuder phase optics.
(x 175.) Treatment with benzamide alone resulted in cells that were
Inlldieltsibsle ftas group 1; therfsrw, they are not shown. Theme
meephslsgicelffcts wer seen between 5 and 30 population doublings.

.. 4 minor products were uninfluenced by benzamide, supporting
previous results (33). Thus, the same quantities and types of
carcinogen adducts occur in resistant and transformable cell

.4 cultures. Benzamide and carcinogens and their degradation
j J,4 produscts were reisolated by high-performance liquid chroma-

tograplsy (33), excluding chemica artefacts. Autoradiography
indicated a tight association of benzainide with nuclear mem-

Alum SeisnntetossProile f DA. t 1.7 ~M mth- Fio. 3. Detection of cmmon antigenic determinant of human
ylarnelssssaetateo (colofrmto N At 1, 50 et-7 malignancies in transformed human fibroblasts by fluorescence mi-

I ., mioscopy. WA Normal; MB transformed (we legend to Fig. 2). Photo.
colonies per 10' cells) the ailkaline sedimentation profile of DNA graphs were token with a Zeiss fluorescence microecope (excitation=
was the same in controls and in methylazxymethanol acetate- 485 am, read at 520-60 orn). (x 88.)
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A-33% F.M1

a i IAG, 4. Gi block and release was followed in eight parallel
4c cultures per experiment (4 x 10 cells per groupi. The tins. of fe

- GIW-kby ertcalarrows and th is obigtm sindicated b
the asaded area- The exposure to benszanide ia shown by hor-

lt MnonIsI arrows (top) together with the 9b protective effect against
transformation, determined by colony counts in soft agar. Zero

a 0 Is a 01L~.. percent was defined when the carcinogen (methylszoxymethe-
3I 2 3 sO nol acetate) was present only. e. [lElrhysnidine l(l{]T( label-

Tl in how*ie wea a sngacussa. time (first in bours, then in weeks).

AM (Table 1, carcinogen 1) inhibited poly(ADP-ribose) poly- DISCUSSION
steraso activity in S phase nearly to the sanme extent as 10 AM R P
beacamide, but combined exposure of cells in the Sse (see Appliction of nontoxic yet biologically effectioe concentrations
Fig. 4) to both the carcinogen and benzamide-resulting in te of both carcinogens and benzamide tends to insure that results

5.inhibition of transformation (Table 1)-not only restored rtes represent cellular biological mechanisms. The S-phase depen-
to the level of controls in S phase but also agetdhm. dence of the effectivity of transforming agents and their an-

.,. Bochemcal sudies(Tabl 2 an Fig.5 auwe e ned thiem. tagonism by benzamide and the variation of poly(ADP-ribose).exocericnal coditis. Assw(nTable 2 . aftig )e e incutiones polymerase activity with the cell cycle (5. 39) suggest the par- -ofxperimestl cetios. Asr 20o n mis, Trotein, aftrductio n ) ticipation of the 'acomlectilar metabolisn (i.e., induction.chif phenoble clule)fo and long chmins, solndue) wesre turnover) of the polymersase enryme protein assa regulatory fac-chais (peno solble andlon chans (IO olube) ere so- tor in poly(ADP-ribosvl)ation. Our results do not prove enzymeFelated (40). indicating that prolonged reaction resulted ith induction because only icinetics and products have been de-
synthesis of predominantly long chain polymer-protein ad- termined and more specific assays for the enzyme protein (e. g.,
ducts. Our results indicate that in S phase andc after exposure by immunological methods) are required to settle this question.
to methylazoxymethanoil acetate and henzamnidle both initiation However, we have repeatedly found that an inhibitor of

aanid elongation rates increased simultsneouslv, consistenst with poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase, nicotinamnide. at pharmacologi-
an augmsentation of the polymerase. cal dloses sufficient to inhibit the enzyme in vitro can induce a%

is. BA.MAMA Table 2. Distribution and quantities of toal, phenol-solble, end
- 1,0-solluble protain-poly(ADP-nboee() adducts

800 Protein-bound ADP-niboee.
801 I .. S Time or penol per 10' cells

-,aExperimsental reaction. Phenol H20
conditions min Total soluble soluble

I )A Gi block 20 203 45 157

S - . -MMSphase 20 413 126 287A 4004 40 888 13 854
- -- Benzamide 20 207 87 140

200 mehao aett 20 279 63 214
o40 34s 19 329

+ Beoxatnide +
methyLanxy-

0 -, - methanol acetate 20 564 245 318
0 10 20 30 40 50 40 905 15 888

Minutes Permeebilised cells (7.5 x 10':eqwvalent to -2mig of protein) were
icumbated in a total volume of 500 p containin 100 mM Triochloridefso, 5. Rates of polyADP-riboee polymerase in synchronized ho- (pH 800.,10 mM EDTA 20 mM Cad 5 , 0.5 mMWHA (14C-labeied in the*men fibrolsts, assayed inthe S phase. i, S phase controls (S); -,, cells adenine moiety (26.000 dpm/nmoli], and 0.1 mM phentyleaesl-

treated with besemide (BA) (Table 2 and Fig. 4); L~. 7.0 p.M methyl. fonyl fluoride at 25*C After 20 or 40 min the reaction was terminated
asoxysnetbanol acetate (MAMA); a, simultaneous treatment with by addition sf 0.5 ml of 20% HC0at (rC, and polytADP-riboeyl~sted*beexainide and t carcinogen I(BA, MAMA). Assy condlitions were proteins were separated (40). Each value is the mean of three analyses
themu sgiven for Table . with aSD of±20%
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INTRODUCTION

Earlier developments in the field of poly (ADP-ribose) have been reviewed
(1-4). Instead of a reappraisal of this often contradictory field the purpose of
the present paper is to deal with experimental evidence obtained in this
laboratory that may be the basis of the biochemical function of this polymer in
physiologically functioning cellular systems. This necessarily selective
approach was chosen because the compilation of highly complex results
provided by numerous laboratories does not lend itself to the formulation of a

tgrconvincing working hypothesis that explains the physiological function of-" poly (ADP-ribose). It may even be argued that poly (ADP-ribose) could be a

metabolic curiosity with no physiological function except serving as an
obligatory macromolecular catabolic product of NAD (6). That many aspects
of the molecular biology of nucleic acids, especially in selected in vitro
systems, can be profitably pursued without paying attention to the third type

._ of nuclear polymer, poly (ADP-ribose), further tends to strengthen
f nuscepticism. pf

Against this relatively bleak background it should be mentioned that
isolation of catalytic proteins that appear to participate in the biosynthesis ,

" 4.'.' and degradation of poly (ADP-ribose) (cf. 2) and the establishment of the
'elements of the primary structure of the polymer (cf. 5) are firm bases for

future developments. Even the first stages beyond these basic accomplish-
'. ments are fraught with uncertainties. Numerous laboratories report that

histones, the most abundant nuclear proteins, are readily poly -I

(ADP-)ribosylated both in vitro and in vivo, and yet the reason, .- : aese at
-. best semiquantitative results are ambiguous. It could be assumed, for
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example, that conventional analytical methods fail to detect the instability of

polymer - non histone protein bonds and the apparent prevalence of histone
polymer adducts merely indicates a survival of the more stable polymer -
histone adducts. Yet formulation of a physiological function of poly
(ADP-ribose) as a nucleoprotein modifying reagent critically depends on the

nature of the polymer acceptor proteins.
The approach followed in our work predicts the subjects to be dealt with in

the present paper. Biochemical studies will be presented that identify by
various analytical methods the most probable types of nuclear proteins that
serve as polymer acceptors in cellular and nuclear systems. Since the
uniqueness of poly (ADP-ribose) as a protein modifier is its macromolecular
nature, we further investigated the question whether or not this polymer has
an ordered structure or merely exhibits a random structure as is the case with
many polysaccharides. We subsequently studied the kinetics of polymeriza-
tion and its reversal in a quasiphysiological model, the intact nucleus of
permeabilized cells. The purpose of this kinetic experiment was the analysis of
regulatory parameters of the polymerase and glycohydrolase enzymes in a
nearly intact system. Finally, we have selected in vivo animal models and
human cell culture systems for the demonstration of a physiological function
of the protein-poly (ADP-ribose) system. By necessity the present paper
represents a progress report in the areas listed, and results will be discussed by
starting with structural aspects of poly (ADP-ribose) and then developed to
areas of cell function.

Since the experimental work discussed in this paper deals with a variety of
chemical and biochemical studies, no unified description of methods is
feasible and therefore experimental procedures will be incorporated into each
section.

CONFORMATION OF 2'(5"-PHOSPHORIBOSYL)-5'-AMP
This nucleotide is the unique pyrophosphorolytic degradation product of

the polymer. The a (I" -- 2) ribofuranosyl ribofuranoside bond (7-9) in 2'
(5" -phosphoribosyl)-5'-AMP) has been established by NMR studies. How-
ever, the descriptive structure of this nucleotide (Fig. 5 of ref. 5) as envisaged
in an aqueous solution (8) does not predict its behaviour when the reactivity of
the cis-diol with phenyl boronic acid is determined (10).

As shown in Figure 1, 2' (5"-phosphoribosyl)-5'-AMP (PR-AMP) is not
adsorbed on a phenylboronic acid column (Affigel 601) using I M ammonium
carbonate as application buffer (pH 8.8) (A), whereas ADP-ribose behaves as
expected and is eluted by 100 mm potassium phosphate (pH 4.0) as a single
peak (B). Interference by electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged
phosphate and boronate groups, a phenomenon that can occur at low ionic
strength, was eliminated by the I M ammonium carbonate; therefore the

4,
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it', FIG. 1. Chromatographic behavior of PR-AMP (A) ADP-R (B) on boronate affinity resin.-."

Application buffer was I m ammonium ca'rbonate (pH 8.8) and efution buffer was 100 mm k-
i phosphate (pH 4.0). The change of buffers is indicated by arrows. Flow rate: 0.5 mli/min.

anomalous behavior of PR-AMP had to be ascribed to a structural propertyof this molecule.

P The specificity of PR-AMP as compared to other cis-diol containing
nucleotides with respect to boronate complexation is summarized in Table 1.

. When PR-AMP was dephosphorylated by alkaline phosphatase ( EC 3.1.3. 1)

TABLE 1. BEHAVIOR OF ADENINE CONTAINING NUCLEOTIDES
ON AFFIGEL 601

sapplication buffer elution buffer

. Adenine 97.3% 0

•Adenosine 4.2% 89.0%
• 5- AM P 4.6% 92.1I%

5'-ADP 3.0% 91.3%
5' -ADP-R 1.2% 93.4%
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and dephosphorylation was confirmed by the absence of binding of ribosyl
'. -, adenosine to AG I x 2 (compare Figures 2(A) and (B), the dephosphorylated

product readily complexed with phenylboronic acid (Figure 2(C)). It is
apparent that an interaction between the cis-diol with one of the phosphoric
acid groups inhibits complexation with phenylboronate. Quantitative KIO4
titration revealed the presence of a stoichiometric amount of cis-diol in
PR-AMP (not shown, cf. 10); thus no anomaly exists with respect to the
chemical entity of cis-diol. The molecular structure of PR-AMP was
analyzed by a computer graphics model building system, utilizing available
NMR data (8, 9). Eleven conformational parameters are required to specify
the conformation of PR-AMP with fixed bond angles and lengths. Nine are
due to single bond rotations and two to ribose puckering as was described in
detail (10). If the cis-diol of ribose in the 5"-phosphoribosyl moiety were to
form a boronate complex, it would be constrained to 0" endo or 0 " exo
conformation, and we found by graphic computation only the 0" exo to be

X 101" C" -

* '. (A)

20, A1119 Pq.i- - - SM

03 CPfl 5 10 is 20

(a)

X 103CeM 5 10 1I 2

FRACTION NUMBER

FIG. 2. Chromatographic behavior of PR-AM P and ribosyl-adenosine on AG I x 2 and boronic

acid (Affige1 601) resins. (A) PR-AMP was charged on AG I x 2 formate resin and eluted with a
linear Mradient.from H20 to 6 m formic acid. (B) The eluted PR-AMP was lyophilized and "
dephosphorylated by alkaline phosphatase (E.C. 3.1.3.1) and charged on an AG I x 2 formate
resin. The ribosyl-adenosine eluted without adsorption by the H20-formate gradient. (C)
Ribosyladenosine obtained from B was charged on a boronate column and eluted as a single peak

in the system described in the legend of Figure I.
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sterically favorable. In the ribose of AMP moiety NMR data indicate equal
proportions of Cq' endo and C3' endo puckerings. A major observation in our
studies is that the puckerings of the sugars significantly alter the position of
the phosphate groups in relation to the rest of the molecule. With C3' endo
puckering, the 5-phosphate of the AMP moiety is distant from the hydroxyl

.-'" (cis-diol) group of S"-phosphoribosyl moiety, whereas with C' endo
puckering the 5'-phosphate is located near the cis-diol. A model was built
with C' endo-gg-anti for the AMP moiety and O' exo-tg for the
5"-phosphoribosyl moiety. The contacts between the non-bonded atoms werei .,%

checked and relieved by rotating about the sugar-sugar bond. We find that
only the phosphate of the AMP moiety can interact with the cis-diol group, as
shown in Figure 3, and this explains the unavailability for phenyl boronate

,* , complexation. In the polymer the AMP moiety of PR-AMP is bonded as a
pyrophosphate; thus the interaction seen in the subunit of the polymer
(PR-AMP) is modified, making the cis-diol available for boronate
complexation, as found experimentally (I1). The possibility cannot be ruled
out that the type of interaction observed with PR-AMP may explain that poly
ADP-ribosylated peptides in SDS gel at pH 5.0 behave electrophoretically

• §: indistinguishably from polypeptides devoid of the polymer (12).
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MACROMOLECULAR PROPERTIES OF POLY (ADP-RIBOSE)

In contrast to other covalent protein modifying reactions, e.g. phos-
phorylation, acetylation, methylation, etc., poly ADP-ribosylation involves
the addition of a macromolecular component to proteins. If the polymer were
of random structure as is known to be the case for many polysaccharides,
interpretation of the biological significance of the protein modification
process would tend to be in favor of protein transport. On the other hand, an

~' ~ organized, nucleic acid-like structure may help to explain protein-protein
interactions or protein-DNA-binding, depending on the structural features of
poly (ADP-ribose).

An experimental answer to this question was provided by the development
of a relatively large scale (3-5 mg/ batch) method for the isolation of

% uncontaminated polydisperse poly (ADP-ribose). The principle of the

-;,S

Nm\ procedure consisted of extensive purification of enzymatically synthesized -

poly (ADP-ribose) on a boronate affinity column (13) followed by
fractionation of oligomers with long (n -35), medium (n -9) and short
(n -2) oligomers. A correlation of spectral (A2&0 /260, hypochromicity) and
CD analyses with chain length was readily accomplished.

The effect of increasing concentration of phosphate on A-280/260 Of
polydisperse poly (ADP-ribose) is illustrated in Figure 4. It is clear that
AL/0 cannot be used as an optical test for purity of the polymer, as has been
customarily done in the past, since the influence of increasing ionic strength
on this spectral parameter suggests an effect on conformation. This is more
explicitly shown in Figure 5. In the experiment described in Figure 5 both the

0.26-

0.25-

, 0.24-

<0.23-O ~IT

LLI. . ACROOLECUAR POERTIES OF POLYSPHATE RBOE

FIG. 4. The influence of concentration of phosphate on the A2o2&0 of polydisperse poly
pyto 12.4 nmolImi.
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FIG. S. Correlation between chain length and spectral properties of poly (ADP-ribose)
#determined at room temperature. The upper part illustrates spectral properties; left ordinate =

Aao/no; right ordinate = hypochromicity calculated from the specific radioactivity of PR-AM P
prepared from the polymer. The lower part shows molecular filtration of the polydisperse

polymer on Sephadex G-50 with molecular markers (cf. 17).

Amln and % hypochromicity were determined in poly (ADP-nbose):~ fractions of varying chain length. The upper part of Figure 5 depicts optical
measurements and the lower portion illustrates the separation of polymers
into fractions of varying chain length by molecular filtration. There was a
significant increase in hypochromicity (from 0 to -14%) and a simultaneous
increase in Am/2N. Both responses reached a plateau at longer chain lengths.

The temperature dependence of CD spectra of long chain polymers is
illustrated in Figure 6. At 5*C there are two large positive 0 bands at 205 and
272.5 nm and one negative band at 249.5 nm with a small shoulder at
222-225 nm. At 750C the 0 signals diminished at 272.5 and 249.5 nm, giving
place for a new negative band at 267.5 nm. The small shoulder seen at 50 C was
enlarged into a negative band at 220 nm when temperature was raised to 75* C.
At intermediate temperatures 0 values assumed intermediary positions with
two isosbestic points at 228 and 259 nm, exhibiting also a temperature
increase dependent red shift (Figure 6, inset I) and a melting curve measured at
249.5 nm (Figure 6, inset 11).

The temperature induced effects on CD spectra were also studied with
medium and short chain oligomers. A temperature increase dependent red
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TEMPERATURE ( *C
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FIG. 6. The influence of increasing temperature on the CD spectrum of long chain poiy
(ADP-ribose), n = 35. Inset I = variation of v in nm of Onw, (ordinate) at varying temperature,
and inset i - meltin curve at - 249 nm. CD was determined in a JASCO J-S00A
spectropolarimeter calibrated with D-l0-camphorsulfonic acid and expressed as mean residue

ellipticity. "

shift was still seen with chains of medium length, whereas with short oligomers
only the magnitude of 0 exhibited temperature dependence. At 720C the
differences between CD spectra of all three species of oligomer vanished,
indicating that heat denatured long and medium chains assumed the
conformation of the short chain species (cf. 13).

The sum of these results strongly indicates that poly (ADP-ribose) has
ordered conformation, and in fact at 50 the CD spectra resemble those of poly
(A), poly (U), poly (A + U) and DNA, but not RNA because RNA has no
major band around 245 nm (14-16). This similarity in conformation is
remarkable in view of the significant differences in the molecular con-
figuration between poly (ADP-ribose) and the mentioned nucleic acids.
Interpretation of these observations depends on more precise structural
studies (e.g. X-ray diffraction analyses).

It is concluded that high probability exists that the biological effect of
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covalent modification of proteins on a molecular level depends on the
interaction of this nucleic acid type structure with nucleic acids, probably
DNA, conferring possible regulation of association of selective proteins with
DNA.

THE NATURE OF ACCEPTOR PROTEINS IN THE CELL NUCLEUS

The prevalence of histones in the nucleus prompted earlier investigators to
study poly ADP-ribosylation of these basic proteins both in vivo and in vitro
(cf. 1, 2). Well developed techniques available for the isolation of histones
provided technical advantages and probably convenience of this technology
also propagated this experimental approach. Although the participation of
non-histone proteins as polymer acceptors was realized in many laboratories,

-' it was not until quantitative methods were applied that the contribution of
both types of nuclear proteins as polymer acceptors could be assessed. We
have employed quantitative immunochemical (17), affinity chromatography
(1I) and quantitative gel electrophoretic (12, 18) techniques for the resolution
of this question. Results are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2. THE QUANTITATIVE ASSOCIATION OF POLY (ADP-RIBOSE) WITH
NON-HISTONE PROTEINS

Experimental conditions and methods % polymer bound to non-histone
proteins

Immunochemistry
n > 4 (rat liver) 99% (ref. 17)

Affinity chromatography
(hamster liver) 86% (cf. II)

Quantitative gel electrophoresis
(cardiocyte nuclei and 9L-gliosarcoma cells) 80-85% (cf. 12. 18)

Although a definite fraction of poly (ADP-ribose) is consistently found to
-.' be bound to various histones (mostly HI), this fraction is much smaller than

:, ~ that associated to non-histone proteins. Considering the large quantity of

histones in nuclei the preferential non-histone protein association of the
polymer becomes even more obvious. The participation of non-histone
proteins in the regulation of differentiation and cell specificity of macro-
molecular metabolism is well recognized (cf. 19), although the underlying
molecular mechanisms are yet largely unknown. It is for this reason that our
attention became focussed on biological phenomena concerned with

-M 1differentiation, such as the action of developmental hormones, ontogenic
development and carcinogenesis, and we proceeded to study poly (ADP-

N ribose) metabolism in related models.

1%1
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THE REGULATION OF SYNTHESIS OF POLY (ADP-RIBOSE)
IN PERMEABILIZED RAT BRAIN 9L-GLIOSARCOMA CELLS

Before the discussion of results obtained in the area of differentiation and
development it seems plausible to consider biochemical regulation of
poly ADP-ribosylation in a single cell system. Identification of rate limiting
processes in a simpler system may aid possible interpretations of more
complex models.

Although purified proteins have been isolated that catalyze both the

*. biosynthesis and hydrolytic cleavage of poly (ADP-ribose) (cf. 1, 2), the
catalytic control especially of the polymerase enzyme is poorly understood. In
the purified form the polymerase serves as its own polymer acceptor (20), and
this automodification of the enzyme results in enzyme inhibition. It follows
that prediction from in vitro kinetics of the purified enzyme to conditions that
prevail in intact nuclei would be difficult because it can be assumed that in situ
the polymerase will poly ADP-ribosylate a variety of proteins (see Table 2)
before its autopoly ADP-ribosylation signals termination of the entire
process. TransADP-ribosylation from the enzyme protein to histones has
been ruled out experimentally (20); thus it has to be assumed that an
interaction between the ADP-ribose donor (i.e. NAD), the polymerase and
appropriate polymer initiation accepting proteins must take place under V.,
conditions. The multisubstrate kinetics of this catalysis has so far not been
considered, probably because of the extreme technical difficulties en-
countered in the isolation of an acceptor protein that - at least for a brief
period - will eliminate autoinhibition of the reaction sequence. The
polymerase is known to have a dual catalytic activity (20), one being
equivalent to NAD glycohydrolase, producing ADP-ribose, and the second is
the polymerase reaction that adds ADP-ribose to the ribose moiety of

Y growing chains. It was also shown that free ADP-ribose readily forms protein
adducts (21), and these adducts can serve as initiators for polymer chain
formation (22). It is evident that under optimal enzymatic conditions that
presumably prevail in intact cell nuclei, a reasonable catalytic process of
initiation, elongation and termination of polymerization reaction exists. We
have tested this mechanism in lysophosphatidyl choline treated rat brain
9L-gliosarcoma cells, which offer no permeability barrier to externally added
macromolecules (proteins), yet maintain an essentially intact nuclear
structure (cf. 18). When these permeabilized cell ghosts are incubated with
DNA-ase I as an activator (for mechanism see below) and with 50 and 500 AM
NAD as substrate and the chain length of polymers formed is determined after
3, 30 and 50 min reaction time, results shown in Figures 7 and 8 are obtained.

It is clear that with 50 M NAD there is rapid initiation as well as elongation
(Figure 7A), followed by rapid decay of large polymers but a sustained rate of
initiation. With 500 AM NAD as substrate there is a seemingly more regular
initiation process and elongation taking place, and no precipitous decay of
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FIG. 7. Time dependent variation of the chain length of polymers formed in the presence of 50 .
i (AB) and 500 (CD) um NAD by 250 )Ag (protein) 9L-gliosarcorna cell ghosts for 3 or 30 ain""

(25*C, conditions described in ref. 18). The chain length of the protein free polymer. obtained by""
' - base hydrolysis, was determined by molecular filtration on Sephadex G-50; elution system: I, "3NC 01 m. Tris-HCI, pH 7.00 flow rate 12 mi/h, fraction vol. -- 4 mA

long chains is seen. With the passage of time the polymers are grouped around

, long chains only (Figure 8), apparently consistent with a state where all~initiator sites are saturated and only elongation takes place until presumably
automodification of the polymerase terminates the entire process. It is evident
that the intact nuclear system behaves like a predictable kinetic model for

~polymerization and thus is suitable for mathematical analysis following5C.known principles of the process of polymerization (23). Data from Figure 8

were replotted in Figure 9 in order to compare the weight fraction of chain
.length (n) to one plausible reference form, the Poisson distribution (cf. 23)
Assuming a inear relationship between chain length and fraction number, an
assumption based on experimental data (17) a weight fraction maximum W.

was obtained. The points in Figure 9 i r present the ratio W./W.. as
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v, FIG. 8. The chain length distribution nea r equilibrium. Conditions were the same as described in
. ,Legend of Figure 7. except t 50 rmin and NAD =500/ g. .
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FIG. 9. Poisnon distribution (solid line) of polymers calculated from results shown in Figure 8

The dots are experimental values the solid line is the result of computation as described in the
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~ordinate against chain length (n) and the solid curve is the calculated value
expected from the Poisson distribution:

...

ywith i = 70. The factorial n (n!) has been replaced by the Stirlings
"-i approximation for arbitrary n and for n = 7/(24). The experimental points on

either side of the maximum are in close conformity with this calculation, but
-9, . for shorter chain length there is increasing deviation from the sharply peakedj

reference curve. The most probable explanation for this deviation is thedifference of reactivity of initiation sites. Once the chains are initiated and. ., surpass some minimum size their growth rates should be invariant and no
" " ilonger reflect the point of origin. It follows that the most likely control site of

-. ' polymerization is at the initiation sites.
v . ... Independent experimental evidence confirms this hypothesis. It follows

from the ADP-ribose-protein adduct formation (21) that nucleophiles
Ili should compete for the initiation reaction of polymerization. This is found

experimentally, as summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3. INHIBITION OF PROTEIN-POLYADENOSINE
DIPHOSPHORIBOSYLATION IN PERMEABILIZED 9L-GLIOSARCOMA CELL

GHOSTS BY BASIC AMINO ACIDS

No. Experimental conditions ADP-R incorporated %
nmol/mg protein/5 min Inhibition

I Control, no DNA-ase I
5 min incubation 0.49

2 Control. DNA-ase 1 200 ug/ ml
5 min incubation 5.25

3 As I + 50 mm arginine 0.40 18
_ ,4 As 2 + 50 mm arginine 2.71 48

3 As I + 50 mM L-lysine 0.35 29

6 As 2 + 50 mM L-lysine 3.01 43
.. , 7 As I + 50 mm arginine-methyl ester 0.16 68

, 8 As 2 + 0 mM arginine-methyl ester 0.53 90

THE MECHANISM OF ACTION OF DNA-ase I PROTEIN
.4 (E.C. 3.1.4.5) ON POLY (ADP-RIBOSE) POLYMERIZATION

* . IN INTACT NUCLEI

- It has been known for some time that addition of DNA-ase I to
*. ; permeabilized cells increases poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase to a maximal

level (cf. 3, 4). It was assumed that the nucleolytic action of DNA-ase I on
DNA in some way activates the polymerase and an elaborate hypothesis was
proposed that professed a regulatory role of DNA fragmentation on poly
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(ADP-ribose) synthesis (cf. 3). We found no such relationship in two
dissimilar in vivo models (11, 23) between DNA size and poly (ADP-ribose)

polymerase activity and proceeded to investigate the mode of action of DNA-
ase I in permeabilized 9L-gliosarcoma cells (18). The experimental approach
included the labeling of cellular DNA with [ H] thymidine, resulting in DNA
of very high specific activity (3G,300 dpm/A g DNA) permitting the
determination of the quantity and molecular size of DNA with very great
accuracy. Since it is well known that DNA-ase I activity can be varied at will

-, .4 by experimental conditions, we studied the effects of active, inhibited and base
denatured DNA-ase I on DNA molecular size, quantity and its effect on poly
(ADP-ribose) polymerase under a wide variety of conditions. As illustrated in

% Table 4, both enzymatically active DNA-ase I and Ca + depleted DNA-ase 1,

P.-> TABLE 4. THE EFFECT OF ADDED DNA-ase I ON THE MOLECULAR SIZE AND
CELLULAR CONCENTRATION OF DNA AND ON POLYADENOSINE
DIPHOSPHORIBOSE POLYMERASE ACTIVITY OF PERMEABILIZED

9L-GLIOSARCOMA CELL GHOSTS

% IPolyadenosine
Experimental DNA size in DNA concentration: diphosphoribose

No. conditions Svedberg units (Asg DNA/mg cell protein) polymerase (nmol
(S) ADP-R incorporated

in 5 main/mg protein)

I Gliosarcoma cells 59.0 25.0 0.6
2 1 + 100 pg/mi not measurable

DNA-ase I + Caz  after 5 mi
+- NAD added incubation
simultaneously 0.3 7.7

3 I + preincubation not measurable
; ~with DNA-ase I after min

for 10 min incubation 0.3 6.7
4 1 + preincubation not measurable

with DNA-ase I after 5 min
for 20 min incubation 0.3 6.4

5 1 + Ca2 depleted
.' DNA-ase 1(200 Al ml)

* '-+ Mg2+ added
simultaneously 28.0 24.0 5.7

6 I + preincubation
with Ca + depleted
DNA-an I for 5 min 28.0 24.0 6.2

;..., 7 1 + preincubation
*6 with Ca2+ depleted

DNA-nse I for 10 min 28.0 24.0 6.6
m 1 + p2.2.cubat7o.

with Ca2+ depleted
- DNA-ase I for 20 rain 28.0 24.0 7.2

In Exps. 3. 4, 6. 7 and 8 the reaction was started by adding ( 4 C]-NAD.
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which retained only the capability to produce a single strand break, halving
the molecular size of DNA, maximally activate poly (ADP-ribose)
polymerase; therefore no correlation between the magnitude of DNA
breakdown (which was 98.5% in the case of active DNA-ase 1) and poly
(ADP-ribose) polymerase could be established. Furthermore, base denatured
DNA-ase I protein also increases the polymerase activity and conditions were

found where increased poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase activity actually
S--coincided with an inhibition of DNA breakdown by endogenous nucleases (cf.

- ?. .-* 18). The effect of DNA-ase I on poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase activity was
inhibited by actin, which is known to bind DNA-ase I (cf. 18). The most
probable mode of action of DNA-ase I on the polymerase appeared to be
mediated by the binding of DNA-ase I with nuclear actin, resulting in a
nuclear conformation change that makes more initiating protein (mostly non-
histone) sites available for polymer initiation. The observed kinetics of
polymer initiation, elongation and termination (Figures 7 and 8) is consistent
with this conformation dependent mechanism although molecular details are
still lacking. However, the DNA-fragmentation dependent activation of the
poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase could not be confirmed and it is likely that
coincidence of phenomena that bear no causal relationship have been
correlated in the past (3). It is of interest that DNA-ase I protein also serves as
a polymer acceptor in the 9L-gliosarcoma system (18). The kinetics of
degradation of intranuclearly synthesized poly (ADP-ribose) is also regulated
by chromatin structural factors (18), since at high polymer concentration
decay is minimal or completely absent. This phenomenon is best explained by
product inhibition of glycohydrolase by ADP-ribose, an effect far greater

' when the polymer is formed in situ than when added externally (cf. 18).

REGULATION OF POLY (ADP-RIBOSE) BY
Mg 2+ , Ca 2+ AND POLYAMINES

S " The 9L-gliosarcoma cell ghost model served a particularly useful purpose
% in the exploration of regulation of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase activity by

bivalent cations and polyamines (18). When all endogenous nuclear bivalent
cations were chelated by EDTA the polymer synthesis proceeded at a slow

, ,rate but surprisingly the macromolecular profile of polymers synthesized did
• "" not differ significantly from systems containing Mg2+ as an activator (Figures

7 and 8). This demonstrates that neither initiation nor elongation requires
bivalent cations, and it seems that activation by bivalent cations affects in an
as yet unknown manner the availability of initiation sites. The influence of
Ca2+ , Mge+ and polyamines is summarized in Table 5. It is evident that
without the catalytic effect of enzymatically inactive DNA-ase I Ca2+, Mg*,

.,. spermidine and spermine increase rates and Ca + is a more active cation than
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TABLE 5. EFFECTS OF Ca2 , Mg2 AND POLYAMINES ON POLYADENOSINE
., DIPHOSPHORIBOSYLATION OF PROTEINS IN 9L-GLIOSARCOMA CELL

GHOSTS IN PRESENCE AND ABSENCE OF DNA-ase I

ADP-R incorporated (nmol/mg protein
No. Addition to basic incubation mixture per 30 min)

N at 50M mNAD at 500pM NAD

- 0.11 0.68
2 Pu 0.11 0.69
3 Spd 0.29 1.26
4 Sp 0.30 1.41
5 t&2+ 0.42 2.20
6 Ca2 + + Pu 0.44 2.04
7 C&2+ + Spd 0.48 2.30
$ CaW+ + Sp 0.20 1.60
9 Mil+ 0.27 1.10

10 Mg2+ + Pu 0.22 1.21
II MJ+ + Spd 0.28 1.39
12 Mg + Sp 0.20 1.11
13 DNA- 1 0.11 0.52
14 DNA-ase I + Pu 0.12 0.62
15 DNA-rn I + Spd 0.31 1.12
16 DNA-e I + Sp 0.30 1.01
17 DNA-me I+Ca ..  1.96 7.15
18 DNA-as I + Ca2+ + Pu 1.85 7.98
19 DNA-ase +Ca 2+ +Spd 2.89 13.11

. 20 DN-ase I + Ca+ + Sp 1.90 7.12
21 DNA-ase + Mg2 +  1.15 5.83
22 DNA-rn I + Mg2 + Pu 1.38 5.83
23 DNA-uae + M + Spd 1.33 6.44
24 DNA-ase I + MJ + + Sp 0.54 4.15

Pu - putrescine: Spd - spermidine: Sp - spermine.

Mg 2+ . The effects are similar but on a larger scale with DNA-ase I present, and
it is clear that the catalytic effect of DNA-ase I itself requires either Ca + ,

Me2 , spermidine or spermine. Combination of Ca' and spermidine
specifically augmented poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase activity (Exp. 19),
indicating that under V, conditions (i.e. in the presence of a catalytic protein
like DNA-ase I) Ca2 and spermidine may be the real cellular regulators of the
polymerase. This observation has probable physiological implications.
Animal cells contain mm concentrations of Ca2+ as well as spermidine.
Intracellular distribution changes of Ca2  and the metabolism of spermidine
are under the control of numerous well known regulatory systems. Therefore
seemingly distant biochemical variations can through Ca + or spermidine
effect large changes in poly ADP-ribosylation rates without the necessity of -
altering enzyme content of nuclei. Exploration of these regulatory systems is a
subject of current research.

56.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE INDICATING A
BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION OF POLY ADP-RIBOSYLATION IN

ANIMAL MODELS

It was primarily the recognition that nuclear non-histone proteins are the
most significant polymer acceptors that led to studies concerned with the
action of developmental hormones and carcinogenesis on poly ADP-ribo-
sylation. The first specific response related to differentiation and development
was seen in cardiocyte nuclei (25) where a ten-fold change of poly
ADP-ribosylation was recorded as a function of a three week period of

I-' postnatal development. A similar cell type specific and age dependent
inhibition of poly ADP-ribosylation by hydrocortisone and aldosterone was

* -~ also described (26). The sterol hormones, besides inhibiting synthesis of the
polymer, also activate its catabolism; thus a dual effect resulting in the loss of
the modifying homopolymer from presumably regulatory nuclear proteins is
effected. The hormonal influence studied most extensively thus far is the effect
of T3 on RNA synthesis (12, 27). In this model the mode of action of poly
ADP-ribosylation on RNA synthesis in vitro was demonstrated with isolated
cardiocyte nuclei, as shown in Table 6. Poly ADP-ribosylation in vitro was

TABLE 6. THE EFFECT OF IN VITRO POLY ADP-RIBOSYLATION ON RNA
SYNTHESIS /N VITRO BY CARDIOCYTE NUCLEI

RNA synthesis (amol UM P
Experimental conditions incorporated per 80 msg nuclear

protein in 10 min
I Nuclei of controls 2.6

* ~2 Nuclei of controls after poly ADP-ribosylation 2.7
3 Nuclei from T3 treated rats 3.7
4 3after poly ADP-ribosylation 0.7

5 4 in the presence of 20 mmw nicotinamide 3.4

accomplished by preincubation of cardiocyte nuclei with NAD for 30 min (cf.
12). It is clear that pretreatment with T3, which induced a large increase in
cardiac ventricular size (12, 27), was a prerequisite for the large inhibitory

indication of the regulatory influence of poly ADP-ribosylation on a major

enzyati prcessinvlve innucleic acid metabolism. The molecular
mechanism of this inhibition is being studied presently. Get electrophoretic
isolation of poly ADP-ribosylated polypeptides indicates that the in vivo
treatment of rats with T3 causes an uneven inhibition of poly ADP-ribosyla-

4 tion of certain groups of cardiocyte polypeptides with a molecular mass of
, i130, 80-90, 65-80,55-65 kd, where the decrease ranges from 70-75%, whereas

the diminution of poly ADP-ribosylation in other groups of peptides is
between 15 and 59%. These results are shown in Table 7. Preincubation with
T3 at 10"m inhibits in vitro poly ADP-ribosylation in cardiocyte nuclei, and a
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similat in vitro effect was observed with steroid hormones. The probable
role of poly ADP-ribosylation dependent inhibition of RNA physiological
synthesis is the termination of hormone (stress) induced hypertrophy (cf. 12).

TABLE 7. DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF T3 TREATMENT ON THE DECREASE OF
IN VITRO POLYADENOSINE DIPHOSPHORIBOSYLATION OF CARDIOCYTE -7

NUCLEAR POLYPEPTIDES SEPARATED BY GEL ELECTROPHORESIS

P ee o amSpecific radioactivity
Polypeptides Molecular mass (cpm/ weight of peak area) % change

No. (kd) saline treated T3 treated

I 240 456 317 -30.5
2 210 36 30 -16.7
3 180 90 49 -46.0
4 180-130 394 261 -33.8
5 130 666 149 -77.6
6 120 243 105 -56.8

" 7 113-90 334 200 -40.1
8 90-80 302 89 -70.5
9 80-65 360 94 -73.9

10 65-55 227 73 -67.9
II 40 43 24 -44.4
12 37-27 147 80 -45.6 ,
13 27-18 67 56 -16.4
14 18 163 66 -59.5 -

CARCINOGENESIS

There is a large increase in poly ADP-ribosylation of nuclear proteins in the
early precancerous hamster liver, as demonstrated by in vivo labeling of the
polymer followed by the isolation of polymer protein adducts with the aid of
affinity chromatography (cf. 11). The polymers and proteins were dissociated
after the"isolation of adducts and the molecular mass of both protein free
polymers and polymer free proteins determined by HPLC molecular
filtration. The increase of poly ADP-ribosylation of largely non-histone
proteins of larger molecular mass (between 150 and 210 kd) was specific for
the precancerous state and the opposite, a decrease of poly ADP-ribosyla-
tion, was found during growth hormone induced growth (28). By in vivo
labeling a crossover was observed at the poly (ADP-ribose) level during
growth hormone induced growth (28), whereas this crossover occurred at the
NAD level at the precancerous state (il).

On the basis of these results the question was posed whether or not
inhibition of poly ADP-ribose polymerase in vivo can inhibit the
carcinogenic process. It is noteworthy that the augmentation of poly
ADP-ribosylation seen in the precancerous state was more specifically found
to coincide with a promoter process, i.e. liver regeneration, even without
carcinogen treatment (29). Consequently a cellular model of carcinogenesis
was selected where the temporal events of carcinogenesis were experimentally
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defined (30). Human fibroblasts synchronized by nutritionally imposed Go
block followed by release and stimulation, when exposed to ultimate

S""carcinogens immediately after G, block, respond with transformation to cells
that exhibit anchorage independent growth and tumor formation in animals
that have been injected with the transformed cells.

It is of considerable interest that the above described synchronization
method, which is a prerequisite of in vitro carcinogenesis with human
fibroblasts, also induces a 4- to 5-fold increase of rates of protein-poly
ADP-ribosylation as assayed by the cell permeabilization technique of (cf. 18).
These results are shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8. INCREASE OF POLY ADP-RIBOSYLATION IN SYNCHRONIZED AND-: J"- Gi BLOCK RELEASED HUMAN FIBROBLASTS AS COMPARED TO RANDOMLYi *iiGROWING CELL CULTURES

poly ADP-ribosylation
No. Growth conditions Assay conditions (nmol ADP-bose/mg Activation ratio

protein in 10 min) by DNA-ase I

I Random (a) no DNA-ase I 0.33 7.1
(b) + DNA-ase 1 2.36

.- 2 Synchronized and Go (a) no DNA-ase I 1.40 1.91
block released (cf. 30) (b) + DN-ase I 2.67

Each assay contained 260 jsg (protein) permeabilized ceils, about 106 cells. 500 s'M NAD. Mg2+

(10 rM) and buffer as described (18). Inactivated DNA-ase I, when added, was present in a
concentration of 200 jg/ ml.

The significant increase of poly-ribosylation was measurable only when* .1 ~endogenous polymer acceptors were assayed (la and 2a). According to our
interpretation this would be explained by a conformational change of
chromatin in synchronized cells, allowing the increased availability of

. initiator sites. When DNA-ase I protein is added the difference disappears
between random and synchronized cells, indicating that under V.,,
conditions, when presumably all acceptor sites are available, the enzymatic
rate differences vanish. We interpret these results to indicate that rate changes
are not related to enzyme content but to conformationally induced release of
ADP-ribose acceptor sites. There is increasing evidence accumulating that
favors change of chromatin conformation, probably at the supramolecular
level, as a significant mechanism of gene regulation (31) and recently electron
microscopy suggested a similar structure related regulation of poly ADP-
ribosylation (32).

The most significant aspect of results shown in Table 8 is the similarity
between increased poly ADP-ribosylation in the precancerous state in vivo
(I1) and the appearance of the same phenomenon in cell cultures predisposed
to be susceptible to carcinogenesis.
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As summarized in Table 9, exposure of human fibroblasts to benzamide, a
highly potent inhibitor of poly ADP-ribose polymerase in cells (cf. 18), at a
time schedule that coincides with the activation of this enzyme system by G,

TABLE 9. PREVENTION OF CARCINOGENESIS IN HUMAN FIBROBLASTS BY
BENZAMIDE. A SPECIFIC INHIBITOR OF POLY (ADP-RIBOSE) POLYMERASE

No. of cancer cell colonies
No. Treatment of cells formed per 50.000 cells

I Methylazoxy-methanol-acetate 300-350
2 1 + benzamide I
3 N-me-N-nitrosoguanidine 45-50 -
4 3 + benzamide 1
5 3-hydroxy-l-propane-sulfonic acid -propiolactone 40-42
6 5 + benzamide I
7 Benzamide I

block and release completely abolishes the carcinogenic effect of a variety of
ultimate carcinogens. The concentration of externally added benzamide was
1 mM, but by tracer methodology it was shown that only 0.7-1.5% of
benzamide enters the cells, and the calculated nuclear concentration (between
8 and 10 pM) is exactly in the range where poly ADP-ribose polymerase is
selectively inhibited 40-50% by this non-toxic agent. Benzamide is recovered
without metabolic conversion from human fibroblasts followingexposure for
18 hr, as determined by HPLC analysis.

The molecular mechanism of this carcinogenesis prevention by the
inhibition of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase is the subject of further studies
(33); however, the phenomenon itself leaves little doubt regarding a real
cellular regulatory function of .poly (ADP-ribose). Artefacts such as a
reaction of carcinogens with benzamide are readily ruled out on a chemical
basis and the selectivity of the observed intervention appears to be restricted
to the polymerase reaction.

SUMMARY AND PROSPECTUS

Poly ADP-ribosylation of nuclear proteins does not seem to relate to any -r
recognizable metabolic reaction in cellular economy except that the polymer
is an obligatory catabolic product of NAD. The turnover of NAD is regulated
by the metabolism of the polymer. It is the apparently elusive nature of this
covalent protein modification that appears to sustain an aura of uncertainty
related to its cellular significance.

The experimental evidence discussed in this report follows a relatively
uncomplicated line of reasoning. It was shown that the polymer possesses a
highly significant secondary structure (reminiscent of DNA); thus its role as a
macromolecular association promoting or regulating polymer within the
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nucleus is feasible. It follows from this physico-chemical consideration that a
physiological role has to be identified in the specific field of regulation, not as
an essential metabolic component of macromolecular metabolism. Based on
the prevalent targets of poly ADP-ribosylation, non-histone proteins, the
latter known to play a specialized function in differentiation and develop-
ment, we identified indeed signals of poly ADP-ribosylations that correlate to
age, differentiation, and are developmental hormone mechanisms and
significant in carcinogenesis. The sum of this evidence justified more detailed
molecular studies, and these are concerned with the identification of highly
important regulatory nuclear proteins for which poly (ADP-ribose) can serve
as an identifying marker. Isolation of these poly ADP-ribosylation
susceptible non-histone proteins and their mechanism of binding to selective
DNA segments (templates), thereby presumably influencing transcription
selectivity, appears to us the most profitable future trend of research in this
relatively undeveloped field.
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' SYNTHESIS OF 14C-LABELLED METHYLAZOXYMETHANOL ACETATE OF HIGH

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

% , Frederick D. Cazer*, Satish B. Barnela, Kultar S. Kumar, Prabhakar L. Kamat, George E.
Milo and Donald T. Witiak**, Division of Medicinal Chemistry and Pharmacognosy, College
of Pharmacy and the Comprehensive Cancer Center, The Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio 43210

SUMMARY

... The micro-scale synthesis of 14 C-labelled methylazoxymethanol acetate ( 14C-MAM-
acetate) having a specific activity of 110 mCi/mmol was accomplished in 25% yield from
NN'%methyl14CI -dimethyhydrazine with a specific activity of 112.5mCi/mmol.

% ."Key Words: Carbon-14; Methylazoxymethanol Acetate; Azomethane; Azoxymethane;
Bomozoxymethan., N,N'-dlmethylhydrazine.

INTRODUCTION

Cycasin (I -D-glucsyl-azoxymethane)l, 2 is hepatotoxic and carcinogenic in rats3 ,4

and this toxicity is attributable to the aglycone, methylazoxymethanol (MAM) 596 , which is

also a metabolite of 1,2-dlmethylhydrazine. MAM-acetate has increased stability, reduced

volatility, retains toxicity~t8 and is a very potent transformer of human fibroblasts in

, culture (manucripts in preparation). Although the synthesis of 14 C-MAM-acetate was

reported by Horisberger and Matsumoto9 , their synthesis of this compound, starting with

commercially prepared 1 4C-labelled azomethane, yielded only small quantities of labelled

prodtet. It was suggested that poor yields may reflect autoradiolysis. In contrast, we

Sreport here the micro-scale synthesis of 14 C-MAM-acetate of near theoretical specific

activity and In signlficantly higher yields.

DISCUSSION

Using a modification of the synthetic scheme reported by Horisberger and

Matsumoto9 the synthesis of 14 C-MAM-aeetate (5) was accomplished by oxidation of

* Radiochemist of the O.S.U. Comprehensive Cancer Center
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N,N'-(methyl- 1 4C] -dlmethylhydrazine (1) to 1 4C-azomethane (2) and subsequently 14C-

azoxymethane (3). Allylic type bromination followed by reaction with silver acetate

afforded 5.

CH3-NH-NH- CH 3 - CH'rN=N- CH 3 - CH-N=N- CH3

0

C ~rNN- CH2-0-CO-CH 3  C- Br

0 0

Although reaction conditions using cold material were optimized at each step, the

reaction conditions for the radlolabelled material required considerable modification.

Mlcro-scale production of high specific activity 5 was carried out using the described

apparatus. The 25 ml reaction flask and 10 ml traps were critical; poor yields of 3 were

obtained with unlabelled material on the micro-scale when these vessels were SO and 25 ml,

respectively.

Under these conditions I was converted to 3 in 80% yield; a significant improvement

over the 31% average reported by Horisberger and Matsumoto9 . The argon flow rate of 5-6

mil/min is critical since a slower rate does not adequately carry the azomethane from the

reaction flask and at faster flow rates azomethane escapes from the traps. Both traps

were charged with the les polar methylene chloride solvent substituted for previously used

ether'. Thus, the m-ehloroperbenzoic acid is retained on the column during

chromatographlc purification on basic alumina.

The desirable temperature of trap #1 Is 10 - 120C. Too low a temperature results in

precipitation of m-ahloroperbenzoic acid and this In turn decreases conversion of

amomethane (2) to aaoxymethane (3). Gas flow and evolution of radioactive gas was

routinely monitored by bubbling the trap effluent through scintillation cocktail. During 20

- 3 mCl reaction only 3 - 10 X1 of 14C could be detected in the scintillation vial. A
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p significant difference in reaction time was required for bromination using labelled vs.

unlabelled azoxymethane. For unlabelled material bromination was complete in 2 - 3 hr,

. whereas azoxymethane of high specific activity always required a 5 - 6 hr reaction time (4
experiments). Although it is tempting to propose an isotope effect to explain these results,

mfurther work is necessary to substantiate such a possibility.

Miligram quantities of MAM-acetate (5) were purified by thin layer chromatography

(TLC) and visualized under UV light. The MAM-acetate band was scraped and eluted with

methylene chloride. Caution should be exercised during solvent evaporation so as not to

lose product. TLC-purified 14 C-MAM-acetate was analyzed by HPLC under conditions

markedly different than those reported by Fiala et al.ll Neither HPLC methodologies may

be utilized for preparative purification owing to difficult product recovery from the eluting

solvent (approx. 12% MeOH/H 20). Long range spin coupling (J=1.46) between N-CH 3 and

NCH2 functions eonfirmed the structural assignment.

Assembly for the Micro-scale Preparation of Azoxymethane

01

%" d d k

.46

• ,, a. 2S ml three necked flask. b. 14/20 "Thread-Tite" Joint. c. "Thread-Tite"
teflon/silicon septum cap. d. 10 ml bulb long necked trap with side arm and including
a g a bubbler that extends close to the bottom of trap. e. 10 ml bulb filled with
anhydrus CaC12. f. Gas inlet tube extending close to the bottom of 3 necked flask.
g. 12/5 bell and socket joint secured with a clamp. h. gas outlet tube secured to
reaction flask. i. dewar flask j. ice bath k. scintillation vial with 10 ml cocktail
end a pipet bubbler.

R''.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

NMR data were obtained in 100% CDC13 using an IBM NR/80 spectrometer.

S'.Radioactive disintegrations were measured on a Beckman LS-355 liquid scintillation

0." ecounter using Amersham PCS or NEN formula 963 as a counting cocktail and dpm were

determined using OXI-TEST internal standard from Radiomatic Instrument and Chemical

Co Inc. Standard NNt-dlmethylhydrazine dihydrochloride was purchased from Aldrich; m-

chlorapebenzoic acid and unlabelled MAM-aetate were purchased from Sigma. TLC

plates were silica gel GF, 10 x 20 am, 250 micron, glass plates purchased from Analtech.

NPLC was carried out using a Laboratory Data Control (L.D.C.) Gradient System

.4'. controlled by a Commodore PCM 1611 control module. The column effluent was monitored

using a L.D.C. Spectromonitor III variable wavelength UV detector and the radioactivity

wU measured by radioactive flow detector FLO-ONE model HP using Flo-Scint 1I cocktail

purchased from Radlomatic Instrument and Chemical Co. The column was a L.D.C.

Ezcallber Spherisorb ODS 5 4.6 x 250 mm. Ali glassware utilized had "Thread-Tite" 14/20

.. • Joints and caps purchased from Reliance Glass Work, Inc.

Ng,-T Methyl-1 4 C) -dlmethvlbydrazlne d ,ydrochloride (1):

Dimethylhydrazine q , having a specific activity of 112.5 mCl/mmol, was prepared in

50% yield by the method of Kumar et &l 10 The purity of the compound was determined

4 'by comparing its TLC with that of standard N'-dlmethylhydrazine dihydrochloride.

1 4C-Azomethane (2) and 14 C-Azoxymethane (3)-

S. These compounds were prepared in sequence without separating 2. Thus, In a 25 ml

. 3-necked round bottom flask fitted with a teflon/silicon rubber septum and a gas Inlet tube,

was placed 223 mg of Amberlite IRA-93 previously washed 4-5 times with water. Yellow

Mercuric oxide 56 mg, (0.26 mM) and I ml of water was added. Two cooled traps each

containing 10 ml of methylene chloride were utilized. To trap #l was added 50 mg of m-

; clilm'operbenzoie acid. Trap 11 was cooled to approx. 100 C with cold water and trap #2

was cooled In an e-water bath (approx. o0 C). The reaction flask was cooled In an fee bath

end 14.36 mg, (0.178 mM, 20 mCI, 112.5 mCl/mmol) of N,N'-[methyl- 14C-

dimethylhydrazlne dihydrochloride (.J dissolved in I ml of water was added by syringe

through the septum. The lee bath was removed after 30 minutes and the reaction mixture

was stirred at room temperature for 2 hours. Argon was then bubbled through the reaction

68
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mixture at a flow rate of 5-6 ml/min and the temperature of the oil bath was gradually

raised from room temperature to 80-850 C. The reaction was stirred for an additional 2-3

hours at this temperature. Heating and gas flow were stopped and the solutions from the

two traps were combined and stored at -4 0 C for 24 hrs. The solution was brought to room

temperature and passed over basic alumina (2 gin) using a I x 15 cm column. The column

was washed with methylene chloride (5 ml) and the eluent was distilled at 70 0 C

using a 15 cm vacuum jacketed vigreaux column. The total radioactivity in the residue was

.1 18 mCI. The yield of 1 4 C-azoxymethane (3) was 80% based on I (NMR of the residue from

unlabelled 3 exhibited NMR (CDC13) 8 3.18 (bs, 3H,=NCH 3 ), 4.05 (bs, 3H, CH 3 -NO=).

1 4 C-Bromoazoxrmethane (4) was prepared by placing 16 mCI (0.145 mM) of 3, 70 mg (0.39

mM) of N-bromosuccinimide and 3 ml of carbon tetrachloride in a 10 ml pear-shaped flask

fitted with a water condenser protected by a calcium chloride tube. The mixture was

stirred at 50-550C under a 60 watt lamp held at a distance of 2 am. Development of a

light orange color in thq. mixture indicated reaction completion (5-6 hrs.). The mixture was

cooled to room temperature and filtered through a disposable pasteur pipet plugged with

glass wool. The filtrate containing 4 was Immediately converted to 1 4 C-MAM-acetate

Swithout further purification.

1 4 C-Methylazoxymethanol acetate (5): To the solution of 4 in carbon tetrachloride was

. added 85 mg (0.50 mM) of silver acetate. The mixture was protected from light, stirred at

room temperature overnight, and filtered using a pasteur pipet plugged with glass-wooL

The solvent was removed at 770C using a short path distillation head affording a residue

eontaining 10 mCI 14C. The crude product was purified (TLC) on silica-rel using ethyl

aeetatedtexane (1:2) as eluting solvent. The band which chromatr-!phed with unlabelled

standard I was scraped, eluted with methylene chloride, and evaporated on a rotary

evaporator at room temperature (caution must be exercised to avoid los of 5) to afford

4.03 mCI (20.1% yield) of pure 5 exhibiting a specific activity of 110.3 mCi/mmol

(determined from a weighed aliquot). The chemical and radlochemical purity of TLC-

purified S was analyzed by HPLC. The only detectable contaminant was 3 (2.8%). TLC

purified I was eluted using a 5-15% methanol linear gradient at 0.8 ml/min over 67 minutes.

Compounds I and 5 were detected by monitoring both absorbance at 235 nm (0.05 AUPS)

and dpm at 85% static efficiency using a 31 cocktail to eluent ratio and a 0.5 ml flow cell
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Retention times were 19.4 and 33 min. for 3 and 5_, respectively. NMR (CDC13) for both

Slabelled and unlabelled standard exhibited 6 2.15 (s, 3H, CH3CO), 4.06 (t, 3H, J z 1.46 Hz,

CH 3NO) 5.37 (q, 2H, J=l.46 Hz,=NCH 20). The distillate from crude 5 contained 6 mCI of

3. This distillate on rebromLnatlon, acetylation and purification by TLC afforded 900 pci "

of pure _. The total yield of A was 4.93 mCI (24%) based onL-
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